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Izvleček:
Metoda vstavitve predstavlja učinkovit način za merjenje vrednosti reaktivnosti kontrolnih palic v jedrskem reaktorju. To je v svojem bistvu dinamična
metoda, zato osvetljujemo razlike med dinamično in statično reaktivnostjo.
Direktna primerjava rezultatov na osnovi statične in dinamične reaktivnosti
je močno oprta na ustrezno časovno odvisno numerično simulacijo v tridimenzionalni geometriji. Slednja je v pričujočem delu izvedena prek namenske
posodobitve računalniškega programa Gnomer, njegove nove kinetične zmogljivosti pa so preverjene na reprezentativnih testnih primerih. V nadaljevanju
so izboljšave metode vstavitve osnovane na podlagi eksperimentalnih podatkov
iz Nuklearne elektrarne Krško. Analiza je pokazala, da je nekaj predpostavk
moč ohraniti v metodologiji (npr. enakomerno vstavljanje), pri drugih pa so
smiselne izboljšave (npr. izboljšan popravek redistribucije fluksa). Dodan je
tudi povsem nov popravek, in sicer kompenzacija prenihaja reaktivnosti. Ta
z upoštevanjem dinamičnih učinkov potem, ko je kontrolna palica dosegla
maksimalno vstavljenost, pripomore k bolj konsistentni meritvi njene celotne
vrednosti reaktivnosti. Nazadnje je na podlagi zgledov iz literature prek
kinetičnih izračunov vpeljana tudi pretvorba iz statične v dinamično vrednost
reaktivnosti. S tako posodobljeno metodologijo daje metoda vstavitve odlične
rezultate, povsem primerljive s splošno uveljavljeno metodo redčenja borove
kisline, kateri lahko služi za zamenjavo.
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku se nahaja v dodatku B.

Ključne besede:
jedrski reaktor, metoda vstavitve, kinetika jedrskih reaktorjev, 3D numerična simulacija, difuzijska enačba
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Abstract:
The rod insertion method presents an efficient way of measuring the reactivity worth of control rods in a nuclear reactor. This is an inherently dynamic
method, which is why we highlighted the differences between the static and the
dynamic reactivity. Direct comparison of results based on the static and the
dynamic reactivity relies heavily on adequate time-resolved three-dimensional
numerical simulation. In the present work, this is achieved by updating the
Gnomer computer program to support such calculation and verifying it on
representative test cases. In the following, improvements of the rod insertion
method are based on experimental data from the Krško nuclear power plant.
Due to the results of the analysis, some of the methodological assumptions
are retained (e.g. continuous insertion), while others are ameliorated (e.g. flux
redistribution correction). A new correction is added, namely the reactivity
overshoot compensation. It takes into account the dynamic effects after the
control rod has reached its fully inserted state, and as such increases the total
rod worth measurement consistency. Lastly, conversion from dynamic to static
reactivity worth is established by following the examples in the literature and
by using kinetic simulation. Thus – with the updated methodology – the
rod insertion method is proven to yield excellent results in comparison to the
well-established boron dilution method, and can be used as replacement.
Extended summary in Slovenian language can be found in Appendix B.

Keywords:
Nuclear reactor, Rod insertion method, Reactor kinetics, 3D numerical
simulation, Diffusion theory
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Introduction
There is an interesting correlation between the amount of energy (electricity) a society “consumes” and its average standard of living.1 Millions of
people in developing countries do not have access to electricity yet, which is
surely about to change sooner or later. When this happens, energy demands
can be expected to rise significantly. Also, global warming and the climate
change it brings are ever more undoubtedly linked to human-made surplus of
greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere [2]. And still there are voices that claim
otherwise – perhaps because a profitable business or even social security is at
stake. But these are short-term, almost selfish views. Meanwhile, be it humaninitiated or not, Earth’s climate exhibits extreme weather more often than
before, which we can all agree to dislike. Transition to low-carbon-emission
energy sources poses a significant technological and societal challenge.
In this context, nuclear energy can be a “part of the solution” [3]. Although
this is a relatively young technology, it already provides a reliable base-load
substitution for the fossil-fuelled power plants. Relative unwillingness to
widen the use of nuclear power can be understood in the light of relatively
heavy consequences of past accidents (e.g. at Chernobyl [4] and Fukushima
Daiichi [5]) and, perhaps more subtly, because of all energy sources nuclear
was the only one to be first used as a weapon and not for peaceful use. But it
would be unwise to disregard the advantages of nuclear energy. Be it fission
or fusion, these nuclear reactions emit orders of magnitude more energy per
reaction as compared to chemical reactions, such as burning. And while at
the moment spent nuclear fuel is treated as waste, possibilities exist to reduce
its volume by recycling and use the long-lived radionuclides as fuel. This is
technologically possible, but the associated challenges can only be overcome
if we remain committed to research and development. Same holds true for
assuring safe and economic use of existing and upcoming nuclear power plants
(NPPs), which forms the foundation and context of this thesis.
1

Mind though, that correlation is not to be misunderstood to be causation [1].

1

In pressurised light-water reactors (PWRs) fuel for the whole reload cycle
of 12 to 24 months is constantly present in the reactor core. During this
period, fuel conditions and the ability to sustain nuclear chain reaction change
dramatically. However, it is economical that once started the fuel cycle is
as uninterrupted as possible. For this reason, physical parameters that are
critical for the safe operation of the NPP are measured in full extent only at
the beginning of cycle during the so-called zero power physics tests to validate
the Nuclear Core Design calculations, which are then assumed to be valid
throughout the cycle. Since the electricity production is an economic activity,
one strives to minimise the refuelling outage of a NPP, so minimizing the
duration of the physics tests is important.
This thesis deals with the rod insertion method for control rod worth
measurements, which are standard part of the physics tests after refuelling.
In regard to other measurement methods rod insertion holds the advantage of
short execution time. Since its conceiving on the verge of 1990’s many implementations emerged with various differences in their respective methodologies.
Therefore, our implementation (methodology) is updated to incorporate latest
findings and to propose further improvements [6]. For example, we perform
detailed analysis of the time dependence of neutron flux distribution, neutron
flux response signal on the detector, and reactivity after the inserted control
rod has reached its maximum insertion. An assumption was made in the
original rod insertion method that afterwards the reactivity is constant, but
experiences indicate that in reality the dynamics reactivity might drift slightly.
Experimental determination of this behaviour is difficult to observe, as the
neutron flux signal begins to be drowned in the signal background. It can,
however, be assessed numerically.
Noticeable part of the thesis is devoted to a development of computer
program, capable of performing time-resolved simulation [7]. Comparison to
other programs and especially to experimental data strengthen our confidence
in numerically predicting the behaviour of large and complex physical systems
such as nuclear reactors.
Research aimed at bettering our knowledge and prediction capabilities
ultimately influences the course of our future. In this same manner, research
in the field of nuclear reactors supports safe and efficient utilisation of this
technology. Of course, research is also driven by the simple fact of curiosity.
Albert Einstein once put it like this: “I have no special talents. I am only
passionately curious.” With the present work on the rod insertion method I
hope to add a piece to the mosaic of safe utilisation of nuclear energy myself.

2

Part I:
Theoretical background

3

4

2


Neutronics equations
Synopsis This is the most theoretical chapter, used to introduce the reader
to the most important concepts of the reactor physics (§ 2.1), derive the
Boltzmann neutron transport equation (§ 2.2) – and explain the logic and
approximations used to obtain the neutron diffusion equation (§ 2.3) and the
(inverse) point kinetics equation (§ 2.4), which we will solve later on in our
calculations.

2.1 Fundamental concepts
The most fundamental quantity we might need in the field of reactor
physics is the angular neutron flux,
ϕ (r, E, Ω̂, t) ≡ v(E) n(r, E, Ω̂, t) ,

(2.1)

where v(E) is the neutron speed and n(r, E, Ω̂, t) their number density [8–
14]. The variables and their units are listed in Table 2.1. Note that for the
direction vector the following holds true: Ω̂ = v/|v|.
Table 2.1: The variables used. Full solid angle equals to 4π or 4π sr.
symbol
r
Ω̂
E
t

name

unit

position vector
direction vector
energy
time

cm
1
eV
s

Solving a problem of interest for the angular neutron flux is difficult
due to angular and time dependence. A deterministic solution is feasible in
steady-state and only for simple geometries. Stochastic approaches can be
5

used instead (e.g. [15]) or else we must satisfy ourselves to partially neglect the
angular dependence. In this thesis, we use the latter approach and integrate
the angular neutron flux over the whole solid angle. In this way we define
the neutron flux, φ (with or without energy dependence), as:
Z
Z
Z
φ(r, t) =
dE · φ(r, E, t) =
dE
dΩ̂ · ϕ(r, E, Ω̂, t) .
(2.2)
E

E

Ω̂

Integration over energies is not always necessary – as we will see in § 2.3.1, it
is sometimes useful to integrate only over an interval of energies. In spite of
its name, neutron flux is a scalar quantity and gives the number of neutrons
per second passing through a unit surface in any direction (in units of cm−2
s−1 ). Vector quantity describing neutron movement is the angular neutron
current density,
j(r, E, Ω̂, t) ≡ Ω̂ ϕ(r, E, Ω̂, t) .
(2.3)
Analogous as before we define the neutron current density (with or without
energy dependence) by
Z
Z
Z
J (r, t) =
dE · J (r, E, t) =
dE
dΩ̂ · j(r, E, Ω̂, t) .
(2.4)
E

E

Ω̂

Probability for an interaction between the neutron and an atom (or
nucleus) of the matter in which the neutron is moving can be described by
the eﬀective cross-section area of the nucleus as seen by the neutron – i.e.
the microscopic cross-section, σ(E). It is useful to give it in units of “barn”,
1 barn = 10−24 cm2 . The total (microscopic) cross-section for any interaction
of neutron with the surrounding matter, σT , is further divided to contributions
from different possible interactions [13, p. 49], most notably the scattering,
absorption and fission. There is a fundamental difference between a mere
scattering and a nuclear reaction: the latter changes the target nucleus, while
the first only alters its kinetic energy and/or direction of travel. To account
for the multiple atoms in the medium we multiply the cross section of such
atoms, σ(E), by their atom number density, nat (r), to get the macroscopic
cross-section,
Σ(r, E) ≡ σ(E) nat (r) .
(2.5)
These microscopic/macroscopic nuclear cross-sections (XS) depend heavily
on the type of interaction and the incident neutron energy. It is common for
XS to fluctuate by several orders of magnitude over short energy intervals –
these are the so-called resonances.
Rate of occurrence of a certain interaction is given by the reaction rate,
R(r, t) ≡ φ(r, E, t) Σ(r, E) .
6

(2.6)

The absolute number of this kind of interactions in a certain time interval is
then calculated by simply integrating the reaction rate over the time interval.
2.1.1 Basic laws of reactor kinetics
The basic principle of the nuclear reactor is to maintain a controlled
nuclear chain reaction. If we formulate the first definition of multiplication
factor as
No. neutrons in generation i + 1
Ni+1
k=
=
,
(2.7)
No. neutrons in generation i
Ni
we already know that the fundamental law of reactor kinetics is exponential:
N (t) ∝ exp(t/τ ). Multiplication factor can also be defined as a ratio between
the neutron production rate, P (t), and neutron loss rate, L(t):
k=

P (t)
.
L(t)

(2.8)

Since we deal with reaction rates, we can also define l to act as an eﬀective
neutron lifetime (in units of s),
l=

N (t)
.
L(t)

(2.9)

Rate of neutron population change is then given with
dN (t)
= P (t) − L(t) ,
dt

(2.10)

from where it follows that
dN (t)
= kL(t) − L(t)
dt

= (k − 1) · L(t) =

k−1
l

The solution is
N (t) = N0 · et/τ ,


N (t) .

(2.11)
(2.12)

where N0 is the neutron population at time t = 0 and τ is the reactor period,
τ=

l
.
k−1

(2.13)

Indeed, neutron population and hence reactor power have exponential time
behaviour. When discussing reactor safety and control, the reactor period is
7

clearly a parameter of great interest. We see that in steady-state conditions
the power is constant, k = 1, and therefore τ = ∞.
Let us bring this simple case to its limits. Reactivity, defined as
ρ≡

k−1
,
k

(2.14)

is a complementary quantity to the multiplication factor, as they both tell if
the nuclear reactor is critical (neutron population is stable over time), subcritical (neutron population is dying out) or super-critical (neutron population
is increasing exponentially). Using the reaction rates, we can reformulate the
reactivity as
L(t)
P (t) − L(t)
1
=
,
(2.15)
ρ=1− =1−
k
P (t)
P (t)
which yields reactor period
τ=

l
k
1 l
N (t)
N (t)
· = ·
= ρ−1 ·
=
.
k−1 k
ρ k
P (t)
P (t) − L(t)

(2.16)

Note that this case is simplified to the extreme. It serves to indicate
the exponential nature of reactor kinetics and gives a hint of what would
happen if all neutrons from corresponding nuclear reactions would be emitted
instantaneously (i.e. neglecting the delayed neutron phenomenon). A typical
value for l is 10−4 s, which means that the chain reaction would have to be
controlled on this time scale. In reality, because of the delayed neutrons,
Eq. 2.12 should be rewritten into a sum of exponential terms, of which at
most one has a positive period. Expressions for τ and ρ ought to be corrected
accordingly. The so-called inhour equation [14, p. 338] links the reactivity to
corresponding periods of the exponential terms:
!
I
τ
l X βi
ρ(τ ) =
·
+
,
(2.17)
l+τ
τ
1
+
τ
λ
i
i=1
where the summation is done over all I delayed neutron groups (more explanation along with βi and λi definition is given in § 2.2.1). For each value of
ρ, the equation is satisfied by I + 1 periods τi . The ultimate behaviour of
neutron population is now determined by the only one positive period (or
least negative for sub-criticality), τ0 , also referred to as the stable period.
Since the delayed neutrons are emitted on a time scale of (tens of) seconds
after the original nuclear reaction, this is then the real time scale for reactor
control.
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2.2 Transport equation
In the deterministic approach to reactor calculations we solve explicitly
formulated neutron balance equations. Using no approximations (operating
with the angular neutron flux) we formulate the Boltzmann neutron transport
equation. The derivation is actually quite simple so it is fully reproduced here
in order to explain the meaning of individual terms.
A package of neutrons in a control volume at a certain point in time and
space is described by their number density, n(r, E, Ω̂, t). After time ∆t, the
package has moved by ∆r = v∆t = v Ω̂∆t. Knowing that we seek a balance
equation, the change of neutron population has to equal the effect of all
processes that can happen to this neutron package:
X
n(r + v Ω̂∆t, E, Ω̂, t + ∆t) − n(r, E, Ω̂, t) =
Rreac. ∆t .
(2.18)
reac.

Let us add and subtract n(r, E, Ω̂, t + ∆t) and apply division by ∆t:
X

Rreac. =

reac.

n(r, E, Ω̂, t + ∆t) − n(r, E, Ω̂, t)
∆t
+

n(r + v Ω̂∆t, E, Ω̂, t + ∆t) − n(r, E, Ω̂, t + ∆t)
(1/v Ω̂) · (v Ω̂∆t)

(2.19)
.

When ∆t → 0, the first term is transformed into partial time derivative
∂n(r, E, Ω̂, t)/∂t. The second term is less intuitive but results in a gradient
~
v Ω̂ · ∇n(r,
E, Ω̂, t) [10].
The processes that affect the package of neutrons are grouped into three
terms and the corresponding reaction rates are:
1. In-scattering to the packet from all possible directions and energies,
Z
Z
0
0
0
0
Rs =
dE
dΩ̂ · Σs (r, E 0 → E, Ω̂ → Ω̂) v n(r, E 0 , Ω̂ , t) . (2.20)
0
E0

Ω̂

2. Appearance of new neutrons – fission and/or flux-independent source
of neutrons,
Rq = Rq (r, E, Ω̂, t) .
(2.21)
Assuming that the neutron source is isotropic allows us to replace the
angular dependence with division by the full solid angle:
Rq (r, E, Ω̂, t) =
9

S0 (r, E, t)
.
4π

(2.22)

3. Removal, when the neutrons are scattered from the package either
to different directions or different energies or when they are “spent”
at fission or absorption events. By absorption we mean the radiative
capture and capture with charged particle emission.
Rr = ΣT (r, E) v n(r, E, Ω̂, t) .

(2.23)

Finally, merge all contributions into a single equation. Note that the
removal term from Eq. 2.23 must be preceded by a minus sign. Using the
angular neutron flux definition from Eq. 2.1 and rearranging the terms we
get the Boltzmann neutron transport equation:
1 ∂ϕ(r, E, Ω̂, t)
S0 (r, E, t)
~
=
− Ω̂ · ∇ϕ(r,
E, Ω̂, t) − ΣT (r, E) ϕ(r, E, Ω̂, t)
v
∂t
4π
Z
Z
0
0
0
dE 0 0 dΩ̂ · Σs (r, E 0 → E, Ω̂ · Ω̂) ϕ(r, E 0 , Ω̂ , t) .
+
E0

Ω̂

(2.24)

Due to angular dependence, the Boltzmann neutron transport equation is
difficult to solve directly. This can be achieved by resorting to the stochastic
approach. On the other hand, deterministic calculations treat the angular
dependence by introducing various degrees of approximations, which is exactly
what will be used in the remainder of this text.
2.2.1 Delayed neutrons
It must be taken into account that not all neutrons are “born” promptly
(i.e. directly at the fissioning of the heavy nucleus); some are emitted with
a temporal delay. Most of the possible fission fragments decay with the β
radioactive decay. Some of them, the delayed neutron precursors, decay into
exceptionally unstable nuclei, which instantly emit another neutron – the
delayed neutron.
Delayed neutron precursors can be categorised into I delayed groups (or
families), as governed by the decay constants λi (i = 1, 2, . . . I) of the original
β decay. Thus, I (usually, I = 6 or 8) groups of delayed neutrons are defined,
each contributing a βi fraction to the population of all neutrons. Total delayed
neutron fraction is
I
X
β=
βi .
(2.25)
i=1
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Energy spectrum of neutrons (at their “birth”) has to be split into prompt
(fission) part and the delayed part:
p

χ(E) = (1 − β) · χ (E) +

I
X

βi · χdi (E) .

(2.26)

i=1

The influence of the delayed neutrons on the reactor behaviour is taken
into account by tracking the precursor concentrations, ci . To formulate an
equation for ci we simply demand that the rate of concentration change has
to be the difference between production in fission events and loss in β decay:
∂ci (r, t)
= βi
∂t

Z

E 0 =∞

dE 0 · νΣf (r, E 0 ) φ(r, E 0 , t) − λi ci (r, t) .

(2.27)

E 0 =0

Note that here we already used neutron flux integrated over all angles.
At this point we consider the neutron source, S0 (r, E, t), from Eq. 2.24.
It consists of the flux-independent external source, q, and the fission source,
which is further partitioned into prompt and delayed part. The equation is
Z
p
S0 (r, E, t) = χ (E)(1 − β) dE 0 · νΣf (r, E 0 ) φ(r, E 0 , t)
+

I
X

(2.28)
χdi (E)λi ci (r, t)

+ q(r, E, t) ,

i=1

but it needs some explanation. Fission reaction rate, Σf φ, is multiplied with
the average number of neutrons per fission, ν, and with the (1 − β) fraction
of prompt neutrons. Their energy spectrum is χp . The delayed neutron term
uses energy spectrum χd and mathematically expresses the fact that each
precursor β decay results in exactly one delayed neutron.
By expressing λi ci (r, t) from Eq. 2.27 and by substituting it into Eq. 2.28
an interesting form is produced:
Z
S0 (r, E, t) = χ(E) dE 0 · νΣf (r, E 0 ) φ(r, E 0 , t)
−

I
X

∂ci (r, t)
χdi (E)
∂t

i=1

(2.29)
+ q(r, E, t) ,

where the delayed neutron contribution is partly hidden in the total neutron
energy spectrum, χ(E). The ci partial derivative term is then the only difference to a time-independent expression for the neutron source. This term
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describes the delay arising from the stochastic nature of the β radioactive
decay and is the very reason why “reasonably small” changes in the reactor
core configuration do not result in power excursion.2 Instead, after a prompt
jump, the neutron source is changing exponentially still, but several orders of
magnitude slower. Because precursor decay constants, λi , are in the order
of tens of seconds, same holds true for time scale of reactor transients. The
delayed neutron phenomenon is therefore key to any technologically feasible
nuclear chain reaction control.

2.3 The neutron diﬀusion equation
The neutron diffusion equation is an approximation to the general Boltzmann neutron transport equation. The main simplification is elimination
of the angular dependence,therefore, we solve our equation for neutron flux,
φ(r, E, t), rather than the angular neutron flux, ϕ(r, E, Ω̂, t). The neutron
diffusion equation is valid if the anisotropies of the neutron flux and scattering
are sufficiently small – e.g. in large multiplication systems like the power
reactors. An excellent summary on the limitations of the (nodal) diffusion
theory can be found in [16, pp. 8–12].
The diffusion equation can be derived in more than one way. In the present
work the time dependence is retained from the start (from the Boltzmann
neutron transport equation) and the delayed neutrons are incorporated as
soon as possible. Since the details can be found in numerous standard reactor
physics textbooks this derivation is omitted here and the reader is redirected
to [12, p. 289].
2.3.1 Multi-group neutron diﬀusion equation
During the derivation of diffusion equation into a form appropriate for
solving with computer programs, our equations are further simplified by
assuming that neutrons of comparable energies can be treated together in the
so-called energy groups. Thus, we define the group neutron flux as the flux
inside group boundaries Eg and Eg−1 :
Z

Eg−1

φg (r, t) ≡

dE · φ(r, E, t) ,

(2.30)

Eg
2

In this context, “reasonably small” changes are those where the prompt neutrons by
themselves are not sufficient for maintaining the nuclear chain reaction.
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and corresponding group parameters analogous to e.g. group macroscopic
total cross-section:
Z Eg−1
1
ΣT g (r, t) ≡
dE · ΣT (r, E) φ(r, E, t) .
(2.31)
φg (r, t) Eg
Note that the product Σφ exactly conserves the true reaction rate if we
know exactly the energy dependence of the cross section and the flux. The
commonly used energy group numbering convention is that higher energies
correspond to lower energy group number g, so that neutrons of the highest
energies (fast neutrons) always occupy group 1 and neutrons with the lowest
energies E ≥ 0 eV (thermal neutrons) occupy group g = G.
Before we skip to final equation, let us define also the macroscopic removal
cross-section,
X
0
Σsg→g
ΣRg ≡ ΣAg +
= ΣT g −

g 0 , g 0 6=g
Σg→g
,
s

(2.32)

which takes into account that some neutrons undergoing scattering have their
energies altered so little, that they remain in their original energy group (of
course, ΣAg is the absorption and ΣT g the total cross-section for group g).
During the derivation we are faced with the need to evaluate the gradient
~ (r, E, t). At this point we define the
of the neutron current density, ∇J
diffusion “constant”, D(r, E, t), so that
~
J (r, E, t) = −D(r, E, t) ∇φ(r,
E, t)

(2.33)

holds true, which is the key approximation in the derivation, referred to as
the so-called Fick’s law. Using an approximation that the diffusion “constant”
is indeed constant over the selected volume, we can write
~ (r, E, t) = −∇
~ · D(E, t) ∇φ(r,
~
∇J
E, t) = −D(E, t) ∇2 φ(r, E, t) .

(2.34)

The last part of this expression will be used for another definition, namely,
we define buckling, B, as a numerical value that satisfies the relation
B 2 φ(r, E, t) ≡ −∇2 φ(r, E, t) .

(2.35)

Note that B 2 is given in units of cm−2 . Buckling may represent a measure
of neutron loss due to escape from the reactor geometry (hence it can also
be named the geometrical buckling in contrast to a related term of material
13

buckling). In cylindrical geometry, for example, the geometrical buckling can
be decoupled into contributions due to the radius of the cylinder, r, and its
height, h:

2  2
2, 405
π
2
2
2
B (r, h) = Br + Bz =
+
,
(2.36)
r
h
The numerical value of 2.405 is related to the first root of the Bessel function.
The reason for dealing with the definition(s) of buckling is that it is commonly
used to modify the removal XS as:
(2.37)

Σ∗g ≡ ΣRg + Dg Bg2 .

Let us clarify: in the neutron diffusion equation we do retain the gradient of
the neutron flux. However, in practical applications, buckling is often used
as a free parameter, which is added according to Eq. 2.37 with the intention
of e.g. compensating the deviation from criticality (for a model of a critical
experiment) which may arise from our limited knowledge of the material
microscopic XS. In this thesis, we ourselves make small use of buckling as
explained in § 5.1.1 and § 5.1.3.
With Eqs. 2.30–2.37 in mind, we obtain the time-dependent multi-group
neutron diﬀusion equation [12] as
X
1 ∂φg
0
~ · Dg ∇φ
~ g − ΣRg φg +
=∇
Σgs →g φg0
vg ∂t
g 0 , g 0 6=g
X
X
+
χdig λi ci + χpg (1 − β)
ν g 0 Σ f g 0 φ g 0 + qg ,

(2.38a)

g0

i

X
∂ci
= βi
ν g Σf g φ g − λi c i ,
∂t
g

(2.38b)

where the first equation holds for all energy groups (g = 1, 2, . . . G) and the
second for all delayed neutron families (i = 1, 2, . . . I). This set of coupled
equations presents the main tool for our analysis. Their implementation into
the Gnomer computer program is explained in § 4.2. The symbols used have
their usual meaning:
φg

group neutron scalar flux

ci

concentration of the i-th delayed neutron precursor family

t

time variable

Dg

group diffusion constant

0
Σgs →g

macroscopic XS for scattering from group g 0 to g
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ΣRg

group macroscopic removal XS

Σf g

group macroscopic fission XS

vg

group neutron speed

νg

group average neutron fission yield

qg

independent group neutron source

χg

group neutron fission spectrum (prompt or delayed)

βi

delayed neutron fraction for the i-th precursor family

β

total delayed neutron fraction

λi

decay constant of the i-th delayed neutron precursor family

Here, it has to be noted that group “constants” which are used to obtain
a solution for the neutron flux are actually flux-dependent (e.g. see Eq. 2.31),
and therefore also time-dependent. Iterative approach can be adopted to
obtain group constants [12, pp. 290–291]. However, changes to the neutron
spectrum and hence the normalised spatial distribution of the neutron flux
are slow, therefore we assume group constants as invariant predefined input
parameters that are valid for our problem of interest.
2.3.2 Time-independent case
In the remainder of text, we will often talk about the differences between
the dynamic simulation (or dynamic solution to our problem) and the static
one. Therefore, we list the corresponding time-independent multi-group
neutron diffusion equation. Time derivatives in Eq. 2.38 are zero and the
equation for precursors’ concentrations is not needed any more. We are left
with
X
X
0
~ · Dg ∇φ
~ g + ΣRg φg =
−∇
Σgs →g φg0 + χg
νg0 Σf g0 φg0 + qg . (2.39)
g 0 , g 0 6=g

g0

Mind that the group total (i.e. prompt and delayed) neutron spectrum is
Z Eg−1
χg =
dE · χ(E) ,
(2.40)
Eg

where χ(E) is defined in Eq. 2.26.
Given the wide range of neutron energies in a nuclear reactor (EG = 0 eV,
E0 ≈ 2 · 106 eV) it may be surprising that good results can be obtained by
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using as little as two energy groups (G = 2). In fact, this approach is used
throughout the thesis and is a long-standing standard in nuclear industry as
well. The two-group static case is written as


~ · D1 ∇φ
~ 1 + ΣR1 φ1 = Σ2→1
−∇
φ
+
χ
ν
Σ
φ
+
ν
Σ
φ
+ q1
(2.41a)
2
1
1
f
1
1
2
f
2
2
s


~ · D2 ∇φ
~ 2 + ΣR2 φ2 = Σ1→2 φ1 + χ2 ν1 Σf 1 φ1 + ν2 Σf 2 φ2 + q2 . (2.41b)
−∇
s
Let us indicate how this can be solved analytically – with help from a “healthy
dose” of simplifications. If the group boundary is set appropriately (usually
E1 = 1 eV), we can be sure that all neutrons are born in the fast group (χ1 = 1,
χ2 = 0). At the same time, practically no thermal neutron is scattered back
to the fast group (Σ2→1
= 0). The expression can be simplified even further
s
by requiring that only fast neutrons are emitted from the external source
(q2 = 0). In the resulting form,

~ · D1 ∇φ
~ 1 + ΣA1 + Σ1→2 φ1 = ν1 Σf 1 φ1 + ν2 Σf 2 φ2 + q1
−∇
(2.42a)
s
~ · D2 ∇φ
~ 2 + ΣA2 φ2
−∇
= Σ1→2
φ1 ,
(2.42b)
s
the evaluation of fluxes is possible as long as the external neutron source
contribution, q1 , can be determined.
On the other hand, if there is no external source or its contribution is
negligible – e.g. at full reactor power – Eqs. 2.39 and 2.41 become homogeneous
systems of equations. Such a system can only be solved if an eigenvalue
parameter, k, is introduced. For the purpose of further derivation, we will
assume again that χ2 = 0 and decide to solve the remainder for an infinite
~ g are zero, as indicated by the
homogeneous material, where gradients ∇φ
crossed-out terms:




~
~ 1 + ΣR1 φ1 = Σ2→1 φ2 + 1 χ1 ν1 Σf 1 φ1 + ν2 Σf 2 φ2
(2.43a)
−
∇
·
D
∇φ

1
s

k 

(
(

1
((((
(

~
~ 2 + ΣR2 φ2 = Σ1→2
(
(
−
∇
·
D
∇φ
φ
+
χ
ν
Σ
φ
+
ν
Σ
φ
. (2.43b)
(

2
1
2
1
f
1
1
2
f
2
2
(
s

(
k ((
From the second equation we express
φ1 = φ2 ·

ΣA2 + Σ2→1
s
,
1→2
Σs

(2.44)

and insert it into the first one to get the infinite medium multiplication factor,
k∞ , as:


ν1 Σf 1 ΣA2 + Σ2→1
+ ν2 Σf 2 Σ1→2
s
s


k∞ = 
,
(2.45)
1→2 2→1
2→1
ΣA1 + Σ1→2
Σ
+
Σ
−
Σ
Σ
A2
s
s
s
s
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where the removal cross-sections, ΣR1 and ΣR2 , are expressed inside the
parentheses. To obtain the eﬀective multiplication factor for a given reactor
geometry, keff , we simply substitute removal XS with the ones from Eq. 2.37:
keff

ν1 Σf 1 Σ∗2 + ν2 Σf 2 Σ1→2
s
.
=
∗ ∗
1→2
2→1
Σ1 Σ2 − Σs Σ s

(2.46)

Mind the subtle transition from k as an eigenvalue to the multiplication
factors k∞ and keff ! As indicated earlier, the multiplication factor is actually a
kinetic quantity defined either by ratio of neutron abundance in two subsequent
populations (Eq. 2.7) or by neutron production and loss rates (Eq. 2.8). The
k eigenvalue is a mathematical tool to solve Eq. 2.43 and is compatible with
the multiplication factor concept only if
k ≈ 1.
In other words, homogeneous static neutron diffusion is guaranteed to yield
good neutron flux solution only for small deviations from criticality [17]. This
must be kept in mind when talking about static and dynamic multiplication
factor or reactivity.

2.4 Point kinetics
Neutron diffusion equation is very useful as it gives us spatial and energy
distribution of the neutron flux inside the reactor core. However, it is possible
to define several integral parameters, which can be used for quick characterisation of any reactor core (e.g. the eﬀective delayed neutron fraction) and its
current status (e.g. the reactivity). This is done with point kinetic equations
(PKE), where the quantities are integrated over the whole reactor core volume
and over all energies.
The foundation of point kinetics is the recognition that neutron flux can
be split into amplitude function, T (t), and the shape function, S(r, E, t):
φ(r, E, t) = T (t) · S(r, E, t) .
These two functions are defined as
Z
Z
φ(r, E, t)
T (t) ≡
dV
dE · W (r, E)
,
v(E)
V
E
which is dimensionless, and
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(2.47)

(2.48)

S(r, E, t) ≡

φ(r, E, t)
,
T (t)

(2.49)

where the shape function retains weak time dependence. The latter is a
major constraint of the point kinetics theory. Nevertheless, from these two
definitions it follows that
Z
Z
S(r, E, t)
=1
for all t .
(2.50)
dV
dE · W (r, E)
v(E)
V
E
This means that the shape function is always normalised exactly to unity,
which can be utilised at various points of derivation. The weight function,
W (r, E), can be chosen arbitrarily and is time-independent. Usually, the
(fundamental) adjoint neutron flux, ψ(r, E), is used in its place. The (fundamental) adjoint flux can be interpreted as the importance of a certain control
volume for continuation of the nuclear chain reaction [18, 19].
Hereinafter, the operators F and A will be used for brevity. They can
be defined for an arbitrary function f so that F is the production operator
according to
Z

E 0 =∞

Ff ≡

dE 0 · νΣf (r, E 0 , t)f (r, E 0 , t) ,

(2.51)

E 0 =0

and A is the net removal operator according to
Z

E 0 =∞

Af ≡ ΣT (r, E, t)f (r, E, t)−

dE 0 ·Σs (r, E 0 → E, t)f (r, E 0 , t) , (2.52)

E 0 =0

which takes the absorption and self-scattering at energy E (the total XS) and
subtracts from it the in-scattering from all other energies. By rewriting the
operators in energy-group notation, we get
Ff =

G
X

νg Σf g (r, t) fg (r, t)

(2.53)

g=1

and
Af


g

= ΣT g (r, t) fg (r, t) −

G
X

0

Σgs →g (r, t) fg0 (r, t) .

(2.54)

g 0 =1

Note that in F f the quantities are already integrated over all energies while
Af is energy-dependent – hence group notation (Af )g .
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2.4.1 PKE and their parameters
Now we introduce a set of definitions for the volume- and energy-integrated
PKE parameters [11, p. 302]. The effective concentration of the i-th group of
delayed neutron precursors is

s
dV dE · W (r, E) χdi ci (r, t)
Ci (t) ≡ s
S(r,E,t)
dV dE · W (r, E)

(2.55)

v(E)

and the effective external source strength is

s
dV dE · W (r, E) q(r, E, t)
.
Q(t) ≡ s
S(r,E,t)
dV dE · W (r, E)

(2.56)

v(E)

Next, the (effective) neutron generation time3 is defined as

s
dV dE · W (r, E) S(r,E,t)
v(E)
Λ(t) ≡ s

dV dE · W (r, E) χ(E)F S(r, E, t)

,

(2.57)

where χ(E) is the total energy spectrum, defined in Eq. 2.26. Mind that
in these first three definitions, quantities were either divided by or (in the
last case) multiplied by the expression 2.50, which equals to 1 by definition.
Therefore, the (effective) neutron generation time could also be expressed as
Λ(t)

−1

=

x

dV dE · W (r, E) χ(E)F S(r, E, t) .

(2.58)

The definition of the effective delayed neutron fraction of the i-th group is
βieff (t)

s
dV dE · W (r, E) χdi (E) βi F S(r, E, t)
≡s
,
dV dE · W (r, E) χ(E) F S(r, E, t)

(2.59)

from where it follows by summation over i that
eff

β (t) ≡

I
X

βieff (t) .

(2.60)

i

The last PKE parameter is the reactivity. As already noted in § 2.1.1,
it uses the symbol ρ(t) and measures the deviation from the critical state.
3

Actually, the author of this concept later proposed to rename Λ to prompt neutron
reproduction time, due to interpretation as “the time for a neutron to reproduce itself
by fission but neglecting the delay times for those neutrons held up by delayed neutron
precursors” [20]. However, we chose to use commonly used term (effective) neutron
generation time, where the prefix “effective” is due to volume-integrated nature of PKE.
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Along with sub-criticality and super-criticality we can now also formulate
the prompt super-criticality: ρ ≥ β eff . This state is to be avoided in power
reactors as it would lead to instant power excursion (mind the Chernobyl
accident) while in some research reactors with specially engineered inherent
safety mechanisms (e.g. TRIGA Mark II at IJS) it can be safely utilised to
initiate a power pulse. Reactivity in relation to the multiplication factor is
defined in Eq. 2.14, while in the PKE context its definition is:


s
~ · D(r, E)∇S
~ − AS
dV dE · W (r, E) χ(E)F S + ∇


ρ(t) ≡ s
. (2.61)
dV dE · W (r, E) χ(E)F S
Here we chose to hide the functional dependence of S(r, E, t).
At last, the point kinetics equations. They can be derived from either
the neutron transport equation or diffusion equation (Eq. 2.38). The whole
equation is multiplied by W and integrated over all volume and energies,
while flux is split into the amplitude and shape function. By rewriting the
terms with definitions from Eqs. 2.55 – 2.61 we directly obtain:
X
ρ(t) − β eff (t)
dT (t)
=
T (t) +
λi Ci (t) + Q(t) ,
dt
Λ(t)
i

(2.62a)

dCi (t)
β eff (t)
= i
T (t) − λi Ci (t) ,
dt
Λ(t)

(2.62b)

(i = 1, 2, . . . I) .

It should be noted that PKE parameters are time-dependent as much as the
shape function is. True constants are only (nuclear) λi .
2.4.2 What is reactivity
Because the amplitude function is dependent only on time, we can insert
it (multiply both sides of the fraction) directly inside the integrals of Eq. 2.61.
Thus, an interpretation of the reactivity is obtained. The denominator holds
(integration of) the neutron production term,
P (r, E, t) = χF φ ,

(2.63)

while in the numerator neutron loss term,
~ · D∇φ
~ + Aφ ,
L(r, E, t) = −∇

(2.64)

is subtracted from it [11, pp. 304–305]. Note that this is consistent with
the last equation sign in Eq. 2.15, i.e. reactivity depicts the balance between
neutron production and losses.
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Reactivity is not trivial neither to calculate nor to measure. In static
(time-independent, homogeneous) calculations ρ = (k − 1)/k from Eq. 2.14
can easily be evaluated, but we realise that here the multiplication factor
k is defined as an eigenvalue and as such poorly suited for large deviations
from criticality. Following the inhour equation (2.17), reactivity can be
deduced through measurements of neutron flux doubling time, provided that
contributions of other-than-stable periods have died away. The definition from
Eq. 2.61 is difficult to use. The point of inverse (point) kinetics is then to use
the neutron flux time evolution and extract from it the underlying reactivity
which led to such changes. This is the way we can measure reactivity.
Still, in this context ρ is a single parameter with which we accept to treat
large multiplication systems as one point, “on the average”. For example, the
k = P (t)/L(t) from Eq. 2.8 and hence ρ could have a spatial distribution
(e.g. in a less reactive part of the reactor core, neutron population could
be maintained at the same level by neutrons leaking in from more reactive
zones), whereas in Eq. 2.61 the spatial distribution of P (r, E, t) − L(r, E, t)
is integrated before it is divided with integral of P (r, E, t).
2.4.3 Inverse point kinetics
Inverse point kinetics aims to observe the neutron flux evolution and from
it deduce the reactivity that caused it. Since the derivation in traditional
textbooks is rather incomplete [10, pp. 476–483] or missing the external source
term [12, pp. 246–248], we chose to follow the path as in [21] but list all steps
of the derivation. Note that we will temporarily omit explicit notation of ρ(t),
βieff (t) and Λ(t) time dependency, however, this does not affect the derivation
in any way.
First, assume that until time t0 = 0 s the reactor was in the steady-state
condition. Then Eq. 2.62b can be solved analytically. The solution [10, 21] is
#
"
Z t0 =t
βieff −λi t T (0)
0
(2.65)
Ci (t) =
e
+
T (t0 ) e+λi t dt0 ,
Λ
λi
t0 =0
because by applying partial time derivative we return to Eq. 2.62b. Now we
use per partes integration of the last term, which is to say
Z t
Z t
1
T (t) λi t T (0) λ
1
dT (t0 ) λi t0 0

*
0
0
λi t0 0
i

e −
e
−
e dt . (2.66)
T (t ) e dt =
λi
λi
λi 0 dt0
0
The coloured term is cancelled when inserting back into Eq. 2.65. This same
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equation is then multiplied by λi to yield:
β eff
β eff −λ


it
e i t T (t) 
e+λ
− i e−λi t
λi Ci (t) = i 
Λ
Λ

t

Z
0

dT (t0 ) +λi t0 0
e
dt .
dt0

(2.67)

By applying the summation over all I families of delayed neutron precursors,
we get exactly the third term of Eq. 2.62a. Noticing that
I
X
β eff
i

i=1

Λ

T (t) =

β eff
T (t)
Λ

we rewrite Eq. 2.62a as
Z
I
 X

dT (t)
ρ−
β eff
β eff 
βieff −λi t t dT (t0 ) +λi t0 0
=
T (t) + T (t) −
e
e
dt + Q(t)
dt
Λ
Λ
dt0
0
Λ
i=1
Z
I
X
βieff −λi t t dT (t0 ) +λi t0 0
ρ
e
e
dt + Q(t) .
(2.68)
= T (t) −
0
Λ
Λ
dt
0
i=1
Rearrange the terms and express the reactivity to arrive at the inverse kinetics
equation:
Λ(t) dT (t) X βieff (t) −λi t
ρ(t) =
+
e
T (t) dt
T (t)
i=1
I

t

Z
0

dT (t0 ) +λi t0 0
Q(t)
e
, (2.69)
dt − Λ(t)
0
dt
T (t)

that is to say, by following the time evolution of the amplitude function (and
of the external neutron source strength) and by assuming (constant) integral
parameters Λ and βieff , we can calculate/measure the reactivity. The time
dependency of Λ(t) would, for example, have to be accounted for in fast
transients, while for our purposes it is normally very small (relative change
10−4 or less).
The beauty of this equation is that no additional assumption was made
apart from those of the point kinetics equations. Furthermore, we do not need
to know the initial amplitude, T (t0 ), nor the values of precursor concentrations,
Ci (t). Mind that the amplitude function is always (but in the last term)
divided by its own time derivative. Therefore, if the detector yields a signal
Tm (t), that is proportional to T (t), we can use it directly. On the other hand,
if the proportionality coefficient is changing with time (e.g. during insertion
of a control rod), flux redistribution correction has to be applied [22–24]. And
lastly, if the external source contribution, Q(t), is not negligible, a procedure
to determine its relative contribution to the detector signal is required [21,
25].
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Rod insertion method
Synopsis This chapter provides theoretical background on the rod insertion
method (§ 3.3). First, the importance of knowing the control rod reactivity
worth is underlined in § 3.1 and various methods to measure it are presented in
§ 3.1.1. Then the historic background on the rod insertion method is presented
in § 3.2, accompanied by an overview of the different implementations of this
method.

3.1 Control rod reactivity worth
In the previous chapter we put some emphasis on how the reactivity of a
nuclear reactor core can be defined and measured. Closely related concept
is the reactivity worth, which can be defined as the amount by which the
reactivity is altered upon some reactor core configuration change. This holds
true for any change. Reactivity worth is therefore attributed to control rods,
as well as to experiments and their parts (e.g. an experimental device or an
irradiation capsule). Note the agreement on signs of reactivity (worth) values:
i.e. a control rod has positive reactivity worth but its insertion into a reactor
lowers the overall reactivity. However, when talking about an irradiation
specimen, it is a good practice to explicitly define its positive or negative
reactivity worth.
Among different ways to control the nuclear chain reaction in fission
reactors the use of control rods can be regarded as the most intuitive. Although
in pressurized water reactors (PWRs), control by soluble boron is preferred
for slow reactivity changes (such as due to the burnup), control rods are used
for short-term reactivity control (such as changes to the reactor power level),
operating control over the axial power distribution needed to reduce Xenon
oscillations in transients, and as the main safety mechanism for reactor shutdown. Control rod reactivity worth is therefore a safety-related parameter.
Its dependence on the fraction of insertion into the reactor core is given by the
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integral and differential worth curves (a typical example is shown in Fig. 3.1),
while the total worth is only the maximum value. Reactivity (worth) is often
expressed in the “non-SI” unit pcm, which stands for per cent mille or 10−5 .
For further use, let us define also ppm, which corresponds to parts per million
or 10−6 .

Figure 3.1: Typical integral and differential worth curves for a single control
rod bank of a PWR. Example layout of control rod banks is given in Fig. 5.1.
Control rod reactivity worth is actually a slightly ambiguous term. A
simple example where the calibrated worth curve would be biased is the rod
shadowing eﬀect, where two control rods simultaneously present in the reactor
core have lower reactivity worth as the sum of their individual worths. This
is most evident in research/material-testing reactors with control rods as
their primary reactivity control mechanism, where the critical state is often
achieved with permanent partial insertion of several rods. In an attempt
to define “proper” reactivity worth, we consider this to be an agreement
on what most accurately predicts to reactor operators the effect that a
control rod bank’s repositioning would have in a real-life situation during
reactor operation. Static reactivity, starting from all-rods-out (ARO) critical
configuration seems reasonable enough, especially for power reactors. In any
case, the reactor operators use reactivity worth curves (or tables) as a guide
and circumvent their uncertainties by monitoring other parameters, such as
the reactor period (see Eq. 2.16).
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3.1.1 Diﬀerent measurement methods
Numerous methods exist for determination of the control rod reactivity
worth. The following paragraphs name some of the most noticeable methods
and the various approaches they implement [8, 9, pp. 162–179].
• Stable period measurements allow us to determine reactivity via its
relation to doubling time (stable reactor period), as follows from the
inhour equation 2.17. This method is applicable only to small deviations
from criticality, since we are limited to reactor periods no shorter than
10 s. Thus, since too much positive reactivity would have to be inserted a
direct calibration over all control rod positions is practically impossible.
• Inter-calibration method, also called the rod swap method, starts off
with two control rods at the opposite insertion positions. A few steps
withdrawal of the first control rod is followed by reactivity estimation
and then a few steps insertion of the second rod. In this way, the reactor
is almost critical for the whole duration of this rather lengthy procedure.
Reactivity is determined either by stable period/doubling time method
or a direct solution of the inverse point kinetics equation (2.69) with an
on-line reactivity computer.
• Rod drop technique, where the control rod is subjected to free fall.
This is an approximation to, and can be regarded as an (instant) step
reactivity change. Again, the reactivity worth is then determined from
reactor period. While this method is very quick to perform, only the
total reactivity worth can be obtained.
• Source jerk method requires an external (i.e. flux-independent) neutron source to be introduced into the reactor core, which is kept subcritical. At each desired control rod position the source is then rapidly
withdrawn (jerked) from the core. This causes a change in the neutron
population, from where the reactivity is calculated. The external source
in question has to emit adequate number of neutrons per second and
its withdrawal has to be executed as fast as possible. In this way, the
whole range of rod travel can be assessed.
• Rod oscillator method determines the reactivity worth by oscillating
the control rod over a small fraction of insertion. Reactivity is deduced
using relations for phase between rod oscillation and the resulting
neutron signal. Again, each measurement position has to be addressed
separately, which takes some time.
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• Pulsed neutron source technique requires that a pulse of neutron is
injected into a sub-critical reactor core. Control rod worth would be
determined by observing the decay rate of the neutron population in
dependence of control rod position. Mind that sufficiently short neutron
pulses are achieved with a neutron generator operating on principles
of deuterium and tritium fusion reaction, where the target has to be
placed inside the reactor core.
• Boron dilution method falls into the category of distributed poison
techniques. These have the advantage that only one control rod (which
is to be calibrated) needs to be present in the reactor core. Thus,
no inter-rod effect can interfere with the measurement – in contrast
to the rod swap method. Criticality is maintained by (continuously)
changing the concentration of the distributed poison, rather than by
control rod repositioning. This method is very accurate, which makes
it an excellent reference for comparison to other methods. Its efficiency
essentially “boils down” to the question of how fast can we change
the poison concentration while still ensuring homogeneous distribution
throughout the core and the capability of on-line reactivity monitoring
with a reactivity computer. In gas-cooled reactors, this mixing is fast
[9, p. 177], but in PWRs mixing of boric acid with water is rather slow.
• Rod insertion method is advantageous over other methods in its
short execution time, whilst producing reactivity worth curves for all
insertion depths. Details are given in the following sections.
To enable some quantitative comparison, Table 3.1 lists the approximate
time (per control rod bank) needed to execute the experimental parts of
selected measurement methods.
Table 3.1: Typical execution times for various methods of control rod reactivity
worth determination. Time per control rod bank is given, including the
preparations until the next bank can be addressed.
method
rod drop
rod swap
boron dilution
rod insertion

time needed comments
10 min
≈ 2h
≈ 3h
≤ 15 min

total worth only
rod shadowing effects, but two banks can
be calibrated simultaneously
waste boric acid
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3.2 Historical overview
On the verge of 1990’s, a new method, the so called “rod insertion method
for control rod worth measurements” – named the rod insertion method
for short – was developed at the Reactor Physics department of the Jožef
Stefan Institute (JSI), elaborating on the original idea by Čopič [26], initial
implementation by Glumac et al. [27] and the final implementation by Trkov
[24], which is still used routinely at the Krško NPP. The method relies on
the analysis of the neutron flux signal, which is recorded during continuous
insertion of a control rod bank. Thus, the major advantage over the other
methods is indicated: its high execution speed (approximately 15 min per
control rod bank), which is an important economic incentive for the operators
of NPPs. It is also worth mentioning that with the rod insertion method the
volume of additional waste boric acid is effectively reduced to zero.
After being validated at the JSI TRIGA research reactor [24], the rod
insertion method was used in the zero power physics tests at the Krško NPP.
This power plant was the first in the world to apply the rod insertion method
as the primary method of rod worth determination, followed by several other
power plants throughout the world. Furthermore, the rod insertion method
was later developed independently by the Westinghouse Electric Company
and brought to market under the trademark DRWM™ (Dynamic Rod Worth
Measurement) [28–30], which by itself is an evident fact on the efficiency of the
method. Other authors adopted the rod insertion method as well: Kastanya
et al. [31, 32] nearly simultaneously as Westinghouse, while some followed
later [33–38]. Applications of the rod insertion method to the VVER-440 [33,
34] and modular reactors [36] are also known. In general, these referenced
works are very similar to each other from the theoretical point of view and
mostly differ in details arising from various implementation constraints. Here
however, we introduce a novel correction of the so-called reactivity overshoot.
Among the last authors writing about the rod insertion method, Lee et
al. [35] published an extensive report on their version of the method in 2005.
However, a deficiency in their application of the rod insertion method exists,
caused by a very slow control rod insertion speed (limited by the control
rod drive mechanism). They have to initiate control rod bank withdrawal as
soon as it reaches maximum insertion to avoid losing the flux signal. The
signal background is then determined iteratively so that the differential worth
at the maximum insertion is effectively zero. This procedure is less precise
compared to a prolonged measurement with the control rod at fully inserted
position, as we will see in the remainder of the text.
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3.3 The principle
As already indicated, the experimental part of the rod insertion method
is quite straightforward: start from a critical configuration, insert the control
rod bank at its maximum but constant insertion speed, and record the flux
signal from a neutron detector. At fully inserted position wait for some 30 s
to 45 s and then withdraw the control rod bank. This experimental sequence
and the corresponding neutron flux and reactivity signals are illustrated in
Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Rod insertion method sequence with the corresponding neutron
flux signal and reactivity – an example for the Krško NPP. The first and
last of the “S, T, B, I, O, E” labels indicate the start and the end of the
experimental procedure, while the other four correspond to the control rod
bank position: top, bottom, in and out. Note how the usable (corrected)
neutron signal is almost “drowned” in the background even before the control
rod bank has reached its fully inserted state.
Obviously, the starting neutron signal level has an upper limit due to the
onset of temperature feedbacks which would prevent us from distinguishing
the contribution of the temperature and of the control rods. Moreover, no
reactivity compensation is applied during the execution of the rod insertion
method. Thus, the useful neutron flux signal in a deeply sub-critical core falls
by several decades and diminishes to the level of the background signal (again,
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see Fig. 3.2; the background signal is mostly due to γ-rays, although some
detector leakage current is also present). A way to precisely determine or
measure this parasitic signal is therefore an integral part of the rod insertion
method.
The time dependent reactivity is calculated from the measured signal
using the inverse (point) kinetics equations [21]. For this purpose, the signal
must therefore be proportional to the core-averaged neutron population, i.e.
the neutron flux amplitude function. During the insertion of the control rod
bank, however, important spatial as well as temporal effects occur, which
change the spatial distribution of the prompt and delayed neutron population.
Since a detector measures the local flux, the proportionality factor changes
with time. Correction factors can be devised for this purpose [22, 30], namely
the static correction due to the redistribution of the neutron flux and the
dynamic correction due to a temporal delay (the delayed neutron distribution
is trailing behind the distribution of the prompt neutrons). Dependence of
the proportionality factor on the axial position of the control rod bank being
inserted can either be tabulated or approximated by a simple function.
Spatial correction factors in general were also discussed by Rosselet [39].
He specifically addressed the need to reduce the dependence on the correction
factors and the underlying computer simulations as these are subjected to
uncertainties in nuclear data and geometrical models, as well as to errors
arising from physical and numerical simplifications of the equations. The
inherent dependency on correction factors obtained from calculations is one
of the few downsides of the rod insertion method.
3.3.1 Dominance ratio
An additional dynamic effect exists due to higher (harmonic) modes of
the neutron flux being temporarily excited by the flux perturbation. Their
decay toward the fundamental mode can be described by the decay constants
corresponding to eigenvalues of the neutron transport equation. This effect is
generally increasing with dimensions of the reactor core, and its magnitude
is described by the dominance ratio between the eigenvalues of the first two
modes:

N1 (t0 + Λ) N1 (t0 )
k1

d=
=
.
(3.1)
k0
N0 (t0 + Λ) N0 (t0 )
For the second equality sign we used the definition of multiplication factor, k,
as a ratio between number of neutrons in two successive generations (which
in terms of time are separated by the (effective) neutron generation time, Λ).
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Restating the same equation as
N1 (t0 + Λ)
N0 (t0 + Λ)
=d·
N1 (t0 )
N0 (t0 )

(3.2)

we show that the first harmonic mode is decreasing by the factor d faster
than the fundamental mode (even in the critical state, k0 = 1). After m
generations we obtain
N0 (t0 + mΛ)
N1 (t0 + mΛ)
= dm ·
N1 (t0 )
N0 (t0 )

(3.3)

and since mΛ = ∆t, we can express
Λ
∆t =
· log
log(d)

!

N1 (t0 + ∆t) N1 (t0 )
log(x)

=Λ·
log(d)
N0 (t0 + ∆t) N0 (t0 )

(3.4)

as the time needed for the first harmonic state to diminish (relatively) to a
certain fraction of the fundamental mode (x).
The effect of higher-than-fundamental flux modes is not accounted for in
our application of the rod insertion method. As indicated, the dominance ratio
offers some indication on the error associated with this simplification, but the
error is generally believed to be reasonably small [30]. In the case of Krško
NPP we used the Gnomer computer code and calculated the dominance
ratio to be d = 0.992, which – with the (effective) neutron generation time of
.
Λ = 10.454 µs and according to Eq. 3.4 – means that after an excitation, the
first harmonic mode diminishes to x = 1 % of the fundamental mode in just
∆t = 6 ms (i.e. 3 ms per order of magnitude).
To summarise, the continuous control rod insertion does provide continuous
excitation of the higher order modes, but these excitations are relatively small
and die out quickly, so the approximation of disregarding the higher-thanfundamental flux modes is well justified.
3.3.2 Challenges for improvement
We start of with a methodology, which will be hereinafter referred to
as the “legacy” rod insertion method and where the final result is actually
a dynamic rod worth. Therefore, its comparison to other methods, such
as the boron dilution method or other authors’ implementations of the rod
insertion method, is rather limited. Therefore, we aim to apply a conversion
to static reactivity worth. It has to be clarified that the legacy methodology
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is accepted by the Regulatory Authority and is still in active use. The term
“legacy” is used solely as a means of distinction and is not meant to imply
negative connotation.
In this thesis, the legacy rod insertion methodology is updated to take into
account more details (see § 6 and § 7, also [6]), like with the novel correction of
the reactivity overshoot. Note that the rod insertion method yields relatively
little information abut the uncertainty of the total rod worth, let alone of the
reactivity worth curves. There has been a limited analysis of error propagation,
where a 5 % variation of the total worth was back-traced to perturbations
of absorption and fission XS [31]. The area of uncertainty and sensitivity
determination for the rod insertion method remains quite unexplored to date.
To fulfil any of the above challenges of the rod insertion method development, a full 3D reactor kinetics simulation is needed. One such computational
tool is the Gnomer computer program – it was extended (see [7]) and used
in our work and is therefore described in the following chapters § 4 and § 5.
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Part II:
Application
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Computer tools for dynamic simulation
Synopsis An overview of the computer programs for simulating reactor
transients is first given in § 4.1, followed by a detailed explanation on how
the ability to perform dynamic deterministic simulation was added to the
Gnomer computer program (§ 4.2). A comprehensive comparison to SketchN computer code is also made in § 4.3 to point out the differences since
Sketch-N was used as one of the reference codes.

4.1 Similar computer programs
As noted, to properly simulate reactor transient during execution of the
rod insertion method, a fully kinetic simulation tool is needed. As reactor
kinetics is relatively established field of physics, there already exist several
computer programs for simulating the time-dependent neutron behaviour.
Some of these programs are freely available (e.g. from the NEA Data Bank
[40] or RSICC [41]), while others are not (e.g. Dyn3d [42]). Usually, one or
more of the following approaches to reactor kinetics are implemented: the
direct approach, point kinetics or the quasi-static method.
The NEA Data Bank was checked for possibly applicable computer programs for solving the time-dependent neutron transport or diffusion equation.
Option to input the model in three-dimensional Cartesian geometry was
preferential but not exclusive. Table 4.1 lists the programs of interest and
their main features, which are sorted by date of their arrival to the database.
Note that all these programs are deterministic and therefore imply the use
of geometrical simplifications. Explicit geometry can be retained if stochastic
program is used, e.g. Mcnp [43, 44] or Serpent [45]. Unfortunately, in this
field the time-dependent calculation is in very early stages of development.
Stochastic simulations are inevitably linked to long CPU computing (or
“wall-clock”) times, which is their main drawback and limits the practical
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Table 4.1: A selection of neutronic codes available from NEA DB (besides Gnomer and Cord-2).
ID

categories
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NEA-0067
NEA-0398

F
F, G, H

CCC-0187

F, J

NEA-1293

E, F

NEA-1411

F

NEA-1506

C, F

NESC0491

E

CCC-0709

F

NEA-1577
CCC-0760

F
C, J

USCD1241

C, E, F

name

date

short description

CONSTANZA [47]
1964 spatial dynamics of reactor TESI, 1D, G = 2, I = 1
COSTAX-BOIL [48] 1974 transient dynamic analysis of BWR and PWR in
axial geometry
SAM-CE [49]
1981 time-dependent 3D neutron transport, gamma transport in complex geometry by Monte-Carlo, forward
and adjoint
KINIK [50]
1989 analysis tool for absorber rod calibration kinetics,
inverse kinetics using Runge-Kutta method, I ≤ 24
DYN3D/M2 [51]
1996 3D prediction tool for reactivity induced transients
in light-water reactor cores with hexagonal FEs
DPOL3D [52]
2001 diffusion code for steady state and dynamic neutronic
full core problems, 3D, G = 2
MOD-5 [53]
2002 time-dependent multi-group slowing-down neutron
spectra and keff calculation, Green function method,
space independent
TDTORT [54]
2002 neutron transport code (3D, time dependent, discrete
ordinates, delayed neutrons)
SKECTH-N [55]
2002 solve the time dependent neutron diffusion equation
PARTISN 5.97 [56] 2009 time–dependent, multi-group deterministic parallel
neutral particle transport code
MCART [57]
2013 solve the time dependent neutron transport equation

simulation times to few milliseconds (for example, 90 h CPU time for 3 ms of
simulation time [46]).
According to Table 4.1, Sketch-N [55, 58] and MCART [57] computer
programs are identified as potentially applicable to our problem. However,
compatibility and consistency with the Cord-2 package [59–61], our local
core design system for PWRs, was marked as highly important. A decision
was made to update the Cord-2’s own neutron diffusion solver – Gnomer
[62–64] – with kinetic capabilities, and to use Sketch-N as a reference for
verification.

4.2 Implementation inside GNOMER
As noted before, Gnomer computer program [62–64] is a neutron diffusion
solver of the reactor core design system Cord-2 [59–61]. The spatial flux
solution is solved using Green’s function nodal approach – no modifications
to the code were made here –, while the (3-dimensional) reactor model must
be input in Cartesian geometry. Both aforementioned programs have been
available from the NEA Data Bank [40] for quite a while, however the Gnomer
code has now been thoroughly updated to support kinetic simulation [7]. Also,
double numerical precision is now used at no increased cost to computing
time.
Gnomer uses a direct approach to reactor kinetics, i.e. at each time
step, the neutron flux and delayed neutron precursors’ concentrations are
determined so that they satisfy the multi-group neutron diffusion equation
2.38:
X
1 ∂φg
0
~ · Dg ∇φ
~ g − ΣRg φg +
= ∇
Σsg →g φg0
vg ∂t
g 0 , g 0 6=g
X
X
+
χdig λi ci + χpg (1 − β)
ν g 0 Σf g 0 φ g 0 + q g ,
g0

i

X
∂ci
= βi
ν g Σf g φ g − λi c i .
∂t
g
If prior to initiating the transient at time t0 = 0 the reactor has been operating
at steady-state conditions (multiplication factor, keff , being equal to 1) for
long enough time, the delayed neutron precursor concentrations will have
achieved their asymptotic values:
ci (t0 ) =

βi
F φ(t0 ) ,
λi
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(4.2)

where the operator F is used for brevity in accordance with Eq. 2.53, and so
Fφ =

G
X

ν g Σf g φ g

(4.3)

g=1

represents the total neutron fission source in a certain geometrical unit (volume
node, index j).
The equation describing delayed neutron precursor concentrations (2.38b)
is solved analytically with an assumption that the neutron flux (and with it
the neutron fission source, F φ) during the time step is linearly time-dependent.
Therefore, an implicit form is derived as
βi
ξi F φ(t − ∆t)
ci (t) = ci (t − ∆t) e−λi ∆t +
λi

 

βi
ξi
+
1−
· F φ(t) − F φ(t − ∆t) ,
λi
λi ∆t

(4.4)

which turns out to be the exact equation as used also in the Sketch-N
code [58]. Here, colours are used to indicate values from the current and the
previous time step and ξi is an abbreviation for


ξi = 1 − e−λi ∆t .
(4.5)
Note that it would be more appropriate and not at all difficult to derive an
analogous equation for exponential time-dependence of flux (see Appendix A).
However, since Gnomer uses Legendre polynomial expansion for neutron
flux and other physical quantities, one would have to evaluate division and
logarithm of Legendre series. At the time, this seemed as an unjustified strain.
Possibly, it could also increase the computing time so the matter was not
pursued.
Gnomer is capable also of performing calculations with thermohydraulic
feedbacks, however, at the moment such calculations are incompatible with
its kinetics, i.e. in the frame of Gnomer only pure neutronic transients are
assessable.
4.2.1 Implicit iterations
An implicit iteration scheme was introduced into Gnomer which allows the time step, ∆t, to be chosen arbitrarily. It effectively replaces the
outer loop of the inner-outer iteration scheme so commonly used in diffusion codes. Namely, in kinetic simulation and external source problems the
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Eq. 2.38a is not a homogeneous system any more and so the solution is
achieved in the very first “power iteration” (i.e. iteration on keff ). Instead,
we have to iterate for the proper flux time derivative and precursor concentration distribution. The number of implicit iterations, ITTD, is limited to
user-defined value of MXTD. The flowchart depicting the implicit iterations
is shown in Fig. 4.1, where the functions of the sub-routines are as follows:
PropFl
PropCi
DlNSrc
Gnome0
FluDer
PKEPar

Estimate flux in the next time step: φest.
g (t) … but only on the
first pass, i.e. when ITTD = 1.
Propagate concentrations of the delayed neutron precursors
according to Eq. 4.4 to get ci (t).
P
Evaluate the delayed neutron source: i χdig λi ci (t).
Main calculation sub-routine which solves Eq. 2.38 for proper
neutron flux, φg (t), and fission source, F φ(t).
Evaluate the neutron flux time derivative, ∂φg (t)/∂t.
Calculate the parameters of the point kinetic equations: T (t),
ρ(t), Λ(t), …

Convergence criterion is based upon reducing the difference in two subsequent global fission source values, DK = ∆κ, below a user-prescribed value.4
Obviously, at least two implicit iterations per time step are required for that.
Note that DK is the same variable as the one used to determine difference in
keff between last two outer iterations in static calculations, i.e. it is computed
in an unchanged manner.
An under-relaxation approach is used for the flux time derivative to avoid
instabilities after proceeding to the next time step. This, and a not yet
optimised PropFl sub-routine for flux extrapolation in the first implicit step
results in a relatively slow convergence, which should certainly be addressed
in further work.
4.2.2 The Lambda mode
At this point, a remark can be made regarding the flux time derivative
term. If this term is omitted, this is equal to setting ∂φg /∂t = 0. The
justification for this approach is the definition of keff as the ratio of the
neutron population densities in two successive generations. Thus, as long as
we comply to a simple but strict restriction that the time step, ∆t, equals the
(effective) neutron generation time, Λ, we can in fact still obtain the correct
time evolution even without the implicit iterations.
4

κ is defined in Eq. 4.18.
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Initialise implicit
iterations

ITTD=1

ITTD+=1
Kinetics?
No

Yes
ITTD = 1,
MXTD > 1

Yes
PropFl

No
PropCi
DlNSrc

Allow also the
Lambda mode

Gnome0
Kinetics &
MXTD > 1

No
PKEPar

Yes

FluDer
Converged?

No

Yes

Figure 4.1: A schematic flowchart of the implicit iterations inside the Powerd
main computing sub-routine for each time step. Note that by setting MXTD = 1
the Lambda mode is in effect, completely avoiding the PropFl and FluDer
sub-routines.
This option, let it be named the Lambda mode, proved very useful and
was thus retained within Gnomer where it can be accessed by setting the
maximum allowed number of implicit iterations, MXTD, to 1 (see Fig. 4.1).
One should be careful though when using it, as by defining the ∆t we also
impose Λ. Knowledge of the system’s real Λ (which is a parameter of the
point kinetic theory) is therefore a necessary prerequisite. Obviously, due to
high computational requirements of reactor kinetics problems this approach
is practically limited to short simulation times, but – drawing its advantage
from the absence of time consuming implicit iterations – can serve as a fast
tool to examine prompt neutron transients. Furthermore, it is known that
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on larger time scales and for moderate transients the neutron flux evolution
is governed by the delayed neutron precursors’ decay constants, λi , and so
it exhibits very little dependence on the actual value of Λ. If one is not
concerned by computing time then the Lambda mode could also be useful in
such cases.
4.2.3 Point kinetic parameters
A sub-routine to calculate the parameters of the point kinetic theory
was also implemented: the PKEPar sub-routine, see Fig. 4.1. Formal
definitions [11] were translated for use with energy-group-wise and volumenode-wise flux, φgj . Note that only the node-average values of φgj and other
physical quantities are needed because that is by definition what matters when
integrating a quantity represented by coefficients of Legendre polynomials. A
major simplification was introduced though as weighting function, W (r, E),
usually replaced by the adjoint neutron flux, was set to 1. Possible effects of
this decision are discussed in § 4.4 and § 5.2.2 but no serious problem seemed
to arise.
In order to calculate the reactivity, Eq. 2.61 is first multiplied by neutron
flux amplitude function, T (t), both in the denominator as well as the numerator, allowing us to operate with neutron flux, rather than with flux shape
function, S(t) ≡ φ(t)/T (t), which is not calculated. Thus, the following form
is obtained:
Z
Z


~ · D∇φ
~ − Aφ
dV
dE · W χF φ + ∇
Nρ
Z
ρ(t) = Z
=
,
(4.6)


Dρ
dV
dE · W χF φ
where χ is the neutron energy spectrum from Eq. 2.26.5 The numerator and
denominator have been denoted with Nρ and Dρ , respectively, because each
will be treated separately. The expression in denominator can be simplified
substantially by applying these steps:
• First remember that we chose the weighting function to be trivial,
W (r, E) = 1. In fact, it is the removal of this energy-and-spacedependent quantity that enables the two subsequent steps.
5

Mind that quantities from Eq. 4.6 correspond to the continuous-energy neutron diffusion equation and not the multi-group one from Eq. 2.38. Throughout § 4.2.3, they are
distinguished by the lack of group index g.
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• Consequently, F φ which is in itself already integrated over all energies
(see Eq. 2.51) and can be transferred outside the energy integration.
• Finally, using no assumption about the energy spectra of prompt and
delayed neutrons, the remaining energy integral of the total spectrum
is exactly unity by definition.
The denominator now holds only integration of the neutron production
operator over the reactor volume, which is rewritten as a volume-weighted
summation over all nodes:
Z
NE 

X
Dρ = dV F φ =
∆V · F φ = Λ(t)−1 T (t) .
(4.7)
j

j=1

Of course, NE is the number of all volume nodes in the reactor and j is the
volume node index. Two other PKE parameters share this very same denominator. The last equals sign relates it to the (effective) neutron generation
time, which will prove useful for Eq. 4.14.
To proceed with deriving a reactivity expression suitable for Gnomer
consider the numerator of Eq. 4.6, where the divergence term is of particular
concern. Using the Fick’s law from Eq. 2.33 and Gauss theorem it is possible
to transform it into the integral of neutron current density over the (outer)
reactor core surface,
Z

 Z

 Z
~ · D∇φ
~
~ · J = dS (n · J ) ,
dV ∇
= dV ∇
(4.8)
reactor

where n is the outwards pointing unit vector, perpendicular to the surface.
From here on, we would have to calculate the neutron current at the boundaries
of the geometric model. This is achievable, however, an alternative approach
was utilised instead. Namely, the terms of Nρ are swapped with the ones of
the neutron diffusion equation (2.38a):
("
#
)
I
x
X
~ · D∇φ
~ − Aφ
Nρ =
dV dE · W
χp (1 − β) +
χd β i F φ + ∇
i

=

x

i=1

dV dE · W

(

I
X
i=1

I

X
1 ∂φ
χdi βi F φ +
−q−
χdi λi ci
v ∂t
i=1

)
.

(4.9)

From here we follow the same simplification steps as for Dρ . The flux
time derivative is a bit special: by changing the order of integration and
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derivation we find that time derivative is applied onto the exact definition of
the amplitude function, T (t), see Eq. 2.48. The numerator then becomes
" G
#
Z
G
I
X
X
X
∂T
+ dV β
ν g Σf g φ g −
qg −
λi c i
(4.10)
Nρ =
∂t
g=1
g=1
i=1
and thus (with volume integration-summation transformation as in Eq. 4.7),
the final expression for the reactivity is obtained as

P

PNE 
PNE
I
∂T /∂t + j=1 ∆V β F φ − Q − j=1 ∆Vj
i=1 λi ci
j
j


ρ(t) =
, (4.11)
PNE
∆V
·
F
φ
j=1
j

where Q is the effective external source strength, according to
Q(t) =

NE
X

∆Vj

G
X

(4.12)

qgj (t) .

g=1

j=1

Expressions for other PKE parameters are derived in analogous way, using
the same simplifications as already indicated. The amplitude function is
calculated as
!
NE
G
X
X
φg (t)
,
(4.13)
T (t) =
∆Vj
v (t)
g=1 g
j=1
j

which, because we used W (E, r) = 1, is actually the number of all neutrons
in the reactor [11]. Next, the (effective) neutron generation time,
PNE 
PG φg (t) 
∆V
·
j=1
g=1 vg (t)
T (t)
T (t)
j


Λ(t) =
=
=
,
(4.14)
P
−1
NE
Λ(t) T (t)
Dρ
∆V
·
F
φ
j=1
j

and the effective delayed neutron fraction for the i-th family:

PNE 
∆V
β
F
φ
i
j=1
j .
βieff (t) = P 
NE
j=1 ∆V · F φ

(4.15)

j

The (total) effective delayed neutron fraction is, of course, obtained by a
simple summation,
I
X
β eff (t) ≡
βieff (t) ,
(4.16)
i=1
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while the effective delayed neutron precursors’ concentration of the i-th family
of delayed neutrons is calculated as
Ci (t) =

NE
X

(4.17)

∆Vj cij (t) .

j=1

With the PKEPar sub-routine, Gnomer is now able to calculate point
kinetic quantities, most noticeably: neutron flux amplitude function, T (t),
the (effective) neutron generation time, Λ(t), and the reactivity, ρ(t). Only
reactivity will be assessed in the remainder of the text, while calculation
of other parameters remains to be verified. Note that calculation of PKE
parameters does not interfere in any way with the rest of the simulation. It
would, if the quasi-static approach to kinetics (or PKE, obviously) was used
instead of the now-implemented direct approach (e.g. see [58]).
4.2.4 Kinetic output
In kinetic simulation Gnomer can print various physical quantities just
as it does in the static simulation. Additionally, reactivity as introduced in
§ 4.2.3 and the so called κ signal can be printed (in a predefined format of
the Dmr043 software [21, 23, 25]). The κ signal is actually the very same
quantity/variable as the one used to determine the multiplication factor in
the static calculation, i.e.:
!
G
NE
X
X
κ=
∆Vj
ν g Σf g φ g ,
(4.18)
j=1

g=1

j

which (with Eq. 4.3 in mind) is recognised to be the volume integrated total
fission neutron source. Although calculated differently, there is practically
no difference in time evolution of the κ signal and the normalised amplitude
function, T (t)/T (t0 ), which is why the latter is not used for verification. The
κ signal needs no post-processing normalisation as it is always equal to 1
at t0 : the reason for that is the fact that neutron flux can be and is indeed
scaled arbitrarily in static calculation (with no external source) in order to
ensure that this is true.
1
By reversing the Eq. 4.11 to yield keff = 1−ρ
in the form of
 
P
∆V
Fφ
j
j
j

keff = P
P ∂ci 
− ∂T
+Q
j ∆Vj F φ −
i ∂t
∂t
j
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(4.19)

we can see that κ correctly evaluates into keff = 1 (or ρ into 0) when time
derivatives are zero and also Q = 0, i.e. in steady-state conditions without an
external source.
A complementary kinetic signal can be output by integrating the neutron
flux distribution over all reactor core whilst suppressing the normalisation
that usually takes place when printing coarse mesh values. This is then
normalised to the steady-state equilibrium value to yield the P(t) signal. It
can be shown, that the only difference between κ and P is that the first one
is calculated using νg Σf g (see Eq. 4.18), while for the second we use γg Σf g ,
where γg is the energy released per fission.
Mind that Gnomer assumes proportionality between neutron flux and
nuclear heating power. This is acceptable in steady-state operation and/or
calculations, but in the dynamic case the proportionality is lost due to
residual heat from non-neutron emitting nuclear decays. Therefore, regardless
of nomenclature in Gnomer’s manual about calculating “reactor power”,
we always mean neutron signal in this thesis. Same can also be said for the
reference “reactor power” signal by Sketch-N, as used in § 5.

4.3 Program features as compared to SKETCH-N
Since both Gnomer and Sketch-N are deterministic computer codes for
nuclear reactor core calculations that can be used to solve our 3D problem of
interest, it is necessary to provide a detailed comparison of their characteristic
features and functionalities – see Table 4.2.
It can be seen that both programs are quite similar in their functionalities.
In some cases (e.g. number of different kinetics modes and of nodal approaches
to solving the diffusion equation) Sketch-N outperforms Gnomer. However,
besides being completely compatible with our existing nuclear core design
system Cord-2 [59–61] Gnomer is preferable because of:
• more consistent XS treatment for control rod repositioning (see § 5.1.3),
• the neutron fission spectrum can be defined for each material separately,
• delay constants can be defined for each material separately,
• it always takes into account up-scattering,
• feedbacks are applied using the Reactivity Coefficient method,
• double numerical precision keeps round-off errors to a minimum,
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Table 4.2: Comparison between Gnomer and Sketch-N.
criterion
name
leading author
NEA DB number
NEA DB category
NEA DB status
NEA DB version
version used
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description

Gnomer

Sketch-N

GNOMER
Andrej Trkov
IAEA1271 [63]
C. Static Design Studies

SKETCH-N 1.0
Vyacheslav G. Zimin
NEA-1577 [55]
F. Coupled Neutronics – Hydrodynamics –
Thermodynamics, Space-Time Kinetics
Tested at NEA DB on April 18, 1996.
Tested at NEA DB on March 14, 2002.
update up132, October 2010
version 1.0
• version 1.8.7 (last formal update is up154, version 1.0
issued in May 2016) and • version 1.8.9
(beta update up159, issued in October 2016)

coding language

Calculate the global core power distributions
as well as power distributions and homogenized cross sections over a fuel assembly.
Three-dimensional,
Diffusion equation,
Coarse mesh, Cross sections, Power distribution, Multi-group
Fortran-77 and some newer parts.

Fortran-77, Fortran-90.

equation solved
adjoint calculation
geometry
energy groups

Multi-group neutron diffusion equation.
No adjoint calculation.
Cartesian 1D, 2D or 3D
Arbitrary, but 2 groups for therm. feedbacks.

(The same)
Automatically calculated if possible.
(the same)
Arbitrary.

keywords

The SKETCH-N code solves neutron diffusion equations for steady-state and neutron
kinetics problems.
Three-dimensional, Diffusion equation, Nodal
method, Non-linear, Kinetics, Transients

Continued on the next page …

Table 4.2 continued.
criterion
(prompt) spectrum
cross sections
method of solution
feedback modules
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additional features

Gnomer

Sketch-N

Defined (separately) for each material.
A single spectrum is defined for all materials.
Provided by user (in a predefined format) – Provided by user but no up-scattering for twofull scattering matrix read and considered.
group calculations and no self-scattering at
all.
Green’s function nodal method (with Le- Polynomial, semi-analytic and analytic nodal
gendre polynomial expansion for the neutron method based on the non-linear iteration proflux).
cedure can be used for spatial discretisation.
Internal thermohydraulic feedback module Simple one-phase model of the thermal(no time dependency) for small corrections hydraulics of fuel assembly is included in
the code ([even in static cases] feedback
using the Reactivity Coefficient method.
coefficients are derivatives of the cross sections), but for “real-life” problems an external
thermal-hydraulics code is needed.
• Chebyshev acceleration for the flux solu- • Chebyshev adaptive acceleration procedure.
tion • The volume-weighting homogenisation • The flux-weighting homogenisation procedprocedure is used for partially-rodded nodes. ure is used for partially-rodded nodes to min• Cross sections homogenization using vari- imize a rod cusping effect. • The steady-state
ous methods, including Effective Diffusion eigenvalue problems are solved by inverse iterHomogenisation (EDH). • Cyclic quadrant ations with Wielandt shift. • The block symsymmetry and octant symmetry options are metric Gauss-Seidel preconditioner is applied
available. • Legendre polynomial flux expan- in the both iterative methods. • PVM-based
sion.
interface module for coupling with transient
thermal-hydraulics codes (e.g. J-Trac).
Continued on the next page …

Table 4.2 continued.
criterion

Gnomer

Sketch-N

restrictions and/or At the moment, thermohydraulic feedbacks • No burn-up modelling capabilities. • The
unusual features
are incompatible with kinetic simulation code should be recompiled when the problem
(available in static simulation, though).
dimensions are changed. • External thermalhydraulics code usually needed.
numerical precision
Double (by coding).
Single (maybe double if compiled so, however,
attempts so far have failed).
kinetics
propagation scheme
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time step
No. delayed groups
Delayed constants
Delayed spectrum
PKE parameters

Yes (implicit and the Lambda mode).
Direct method with fully implicit scheme (assuming linear dependence of the flux during
the time interval) and analytical integration
of the delayed neutron precursor concentrations.
User defined (can be changed midcalculation).
I ∈ [1, 8].
Defined separately for each material.
Assumed equal to prompt spectrum (but
defined for each material).
Automatically calculated at each time step.

Yes.
• Direct method (with the same characteristics as in Gnomer), • improved quasi-static
method or • point neutron kinetics.
User defined or internal adaptive.
Arbitrary.
A single set is defined for all materials.
A single spectrum is defined for all materials.
(the same)
Continued on the next page …

Table 4.2 continued.
criterion
PKE mode

Gnomer
No.

Sketch-N
The same code can be used either for (normal) diffusion kinetic calculation, as well as
for point kinetic calculation (using own PKE
parameters).
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• flux and precursor concentration distributions can be output easily6
and because the typical running time in the order of half an hour (on a
personal computer, for our problem of interest) is acceptable.

4.4 Future work in GNOMER
With the presented implementation Gnomer now includes capabilities
to perform time-dependent simulation. Verification is made for neutron flux
and reactivity time evolution and is presented in Chapter 5.
Suggestion for further work are numerous and include verifying calculation
of other point kinetic parameters beside the reactivity – mostly the (effective)
neutron generation time, Λ – and investigation on how to calculate the adjoint
neutron flux needed for weighting function W . A sub-routine to calculate
the group neutron speeds, vg , when given group energy boundaries, Eg , is
fairly trivial, but was not implemented so far. A decision would have to be
made at that point to set an appropriate time interval at which vg ought to
be recalculated. Perhaps more inevitably than any other patch, an automatic
time step-size control sub-routine is to be implemented. There could be some
problems with memory consumption in regard to a predefined maximum array
size, but this parameter can light-heartedly be expanded as at the moment
Gnomer requires only 16 MB of computer RAM.
Also, speeding up the implicit iterations and improving/automating the
under-relaxation was demonstrated to be highly desirable (see § 5.2.3). Similar
to analysis presented in § 6.3, changing the maximum number of implicit
iterations from MXTD = 220 to 100 did not change the simulation outcome.
It has, however, nearly halved the computing time. This suggests that
convergence criterion, ERK was set too strictly and thus the convergence was
formally not met.

6

There is no mention of the flux distribution output in Sketch-N manual. There
are distributions of power, fuel and coolant temperature, coolant density and boron
concentration. The manual predicts adding new distributions to output, however when
checking the contents of the post-processing output file FILE_OUT no other distributions
(e.g. flux) were discovered to be available.
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5


Verification of Gnomer's kinetics
Synopsis In order to use Gnomer kinetic capabilities with confidence,
they are verified on two test cases. These cases are described in § 5.1, while
the results are presented in § 5.2 and conclusions drawn in § 5.3.

5.1 Test Models
Some early results of dynamic simulations with Gnomer were published
as conference contributions [65–67]. To further verify Gnomer’s kinetic
capabilities two test cases are presented [7], namely the point kinetic test case
with reference code being in-house code Pke/Rk4asc and the case of a PWR
core with reference to the Sketch-N code. In both cases, I = 6 families of
delayed neutrons and G = 2 energy groups were used. The Pke/Rk4asc
was written in Python computer language, with point kinetic equations being
solved using a Runge-Kutta 4 integration scheme with automatic step-size
control. This script was verified against the Pke/Befd7 algorithm [68]
where for less-than-prompt-super-critical transients in a thermal reactor all
parameters at all times up to 100 s exhibited relative error less than 6.7 · 10−8 .
Main output from the simulation was the κ(t) signal. Additionally, for
PWR test case the P(t) signal was also calculated. In this way we have
two signals that can be compared to “reactor power” calculated by SketchN, which was taken as a reference. Again (as in § 4.2.4), in all cases only
the “neutron-induced” reactor power is considered, excluding residual heat,
therefore allowing us to call it neutron flux signal.

7

Backward Euler finite difference.
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5.1.1 Point kinetics test case
The most fundamental kinetic case (apart from the equilibrium simulation)
is the point kinetic case. For this purpose a cube with a single material and
reflective boundary conditions was modelled, which essentially represents an
infinite homogeneous medium. Initial critical configuration was achieved with
appropriate cross-sections and a minuscule amount of buckling introduced
via critical buckling search. Various instantaneous reactivity insertions were
modelled with a change in fuel material: i.e. switching to cross-sections that
were derived from the (almost) critical ones by adding different amounts
of buckling. A case with a rather small insertion of −50.02 pcm but a long
simulation time of 1000 s is presented here.
Because of its simplicity, point kinetics serve also as a showcase for any
differences that might occur between results of the Lambda and normal
(implicit) Gnomer kinetic modes.
5.1.2 A PWR test case
To present a more realistic case we consider a quarter core with cyclic
quadrant symmetry of the Krško Nuclear power plant (NPP), which has
a Westinghouse-built PWR [69] (see Fig. 5.1). For it, there already exists
a geometrical model for Gnomer that is more than appropriate for our
purpose as it is regularly used to verify reload core design from the plant’s
manufacturer. There were no significant difficulties in preparing an analogous
model for Sketch-N, apart from some guesswork in which order are crosssections to be input: correct is bottom-to-top but vice versa in Gnomer.
Indeed, the manuals for both programs fall short in describing this. The
manual for Gnomer was corrected accordingly.
For the test transient we chose to simulate the rod insertion method, in
order to verify the Gnomer’s kinetic simulation on the very case that will
be later considered in detail. And after all, rod insertion is a representative
problem where 3D calculations are needed. At the beginning, the measured
rod is at its fully withdrawn position. It is then continuously inserted into
the core with a constant speed. Control rod cross-section in the volume node
with partly inserted control rod is mixed with the fuel cross-sections at each
and every step using the volume-weighting method. Total insertion time
was chosen to be 192 s, which corresponds to insertion rate of 8 s per each of
the 24 axial fuel layers and is still very close to the insertion time from the
actual measurements (≈ 200 s). After the end of insertion the control rod
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Figure 5.1: Krško NPP core geometry: the octant cyclic symmetry is indicated
with dotted lines. Positions of the control rod cluster assemblies are shown
in colour and denoted with labels, while the reflector layer (homogeneous
mixture of light water and steel core baﬄe plates) is depicted in grey.
remained stationary at the bottom position and the flux time propagation was
continued for another 288 s, making it 8 min of total simulation time. Fig. 5.2
illustrates the outcomes of the rod insertion method dynamic simulation.
From these results the total control rod worth, W , as well as the integral
and differential reactivity curves can easily be extracted. As it can be seen
– depending on the total control rod reactivity worth and on the insertion
speed – neutron signal falls by several orders of magnitude.
5.1.3 Assuring that two programs calculate the same problem
The more realistic test case therefore describes a real reactor system,
but some simplifying assumptions were made in order to ensure that both
computer codes, Gnomer and Sketch-N, are solving the same problem. One
major restriction on the test case is that the fuel is to be axially homogeneous.
This is a consequence of the fact that Gnomer and Sketch-N have different
approaches on how to deal with control rod repositioning. Namely, while
Sketch-N uses differential control rod cross-sections, defined as
∆Σ = Σc.rod − Σfuel ,
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(5.1)

Figure 5.2: Typical neutron flux and reactivity signals that can be obtained
by a dynamic simulation of the rod insertion method. In the first part the
control rod is continuously inserted into the core, while in the second part it
remains stationary at its bottommost position.
and when shifting the control rod it shifts also the corresponding ∆Σ, Gnomer on the other hand operates with absolute cross-sections of the mixture
fuel-control rod, Σc.rod , which are simply overlaid over (swapped with) the
ones without control rods. A graphical illustration is given in Fig. 5.3.
One can see that the two approaches are in agreement only in topmost
and bottommost positions. If, however, the fuel and the control rods are
axially homogeneous, the differences disappear. It is for this reason that we
modelled the very first cycle of the Krško NPP operation at beginning of
life (BOC), i.e. fresh fuel conditions before reactor start-up. Please note that
Gnomer’s method of applying control rod cross-sections assumes axially
homogeneous control rods and allows heterogeneous fuel assemblies. On the
other hand, Sketch-N’s approach enable us to model axially heterogeneous
control rods, i.e. partial-length control rods, but implies the use of axially
homogeneous fuel assemblies (otherwise exactness of underlying physics model
is lost8 ). The Gnomer’s approach is better suited for conventional PWRs,
which is yet another motivation for implementing kinetics into it. Moreover,
axially heterogeneous control rods can be modelled in Gnomer if more than
one control rod is assigned to the same radial position (and the overlap
8

What is more, the concept itself of (differential) XS being additive can be contested.
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CR position ARO
CR IN
both Sketch-N
applies to
and Gnomer
XS sets
for the
reactor
core

1
2
3
4
5

a = 1 + ∆a
b = 2 + ∆b
c = 3 + ∆c
d = 4 + ∆d
e = 5 + ∆e

CR at 40 %
Sketch-N Gnomer
1 + ∆d
2 + ∆e
3
4
5

1 + ∆a
2 + ∆b
3
4
5

CR at 80 %
Sketch-N Gnomer
1 + ∆b
2 + ∆c
3 + ∆d
4 + ∆e
5

1 + ∆a
2 + ∆b
3 + ∆c
4 + ∆d
5

Figure 5.3: Illustration on how the cross-section sets (i.e. Dg , Σgs →g , ΣRg , Σf g
and νΣf g ) of an axial layer are changed with control rod (CR) repositioning
in Gnomer and Sketch-N. Numbers symbolise XS for fuel, letters denote
XS when the control rod is present and ∆ its differential XS, according to
Eq. 5.1. The illustration is general and uses no assumption about axial
homogeneity of XS. In all-rods-out (ARO) and fully inserted (IN) conditions
the two approaches yield identical cross-section arrangement, while for CR
positions in-between this holds true only if both fuel and CR are axially
homogeneous.
0

functionality is used for their synchronous repositioning). Another way of
assuring proper use of control rod XS when both fuel and control rods are
axially heterogeneous would be to interpolate over a table with control-rodinsertion-depth dependent XS, either differential or not.
Also, kinetic simulations have a slight drawback that they have to be
started from critical configuration where keff = 1, otherwise it would be
difficult to calculate the initial precursor concentrations, ci (t = 0). Gnomer
makes no corrective action, i.e. assumes the critical state has been reached
prior to initialisation of the kinetic calculation and uses Eq. 4.2. On the other
hand, Sketch-N forces the configuration to be critical by redefining the
fission cross-section as
original
Σused
/ keff ,
(5.2)
f g = Σf g
which is perhaps even more dangerous than doing nothing because several
dollars of sub- or super-criticality can easily be “extinguished” this way. Thus,
pre-set macroscopic nuclear cross-sections had to be used, tuned so that in
Sketch-N they yielded initial critical configuration as exactly as possible.
Due to some inevitable differences in code performances, the use of the same
cross-sections resulted in 2.36 pcm super-criticality in Gnomer, where keff = 1
was re-established by adding a small amount of buckling. It is worth noting
a fundamental difference in this approach and the one proposed in Eq. 5.2:
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buckling alters the absorption cross-sections for all materials, while fission
cross-section is non-zero only in the fuel.
Lastly, since Sketch-N has a number of nodal and kinetic methods
implemented for the user to chose from, we were able to manually chose the
direct approach to kinetics and polynomial nodal method. In Gnomer on
the other hand we set the polynomial expansion order to 4. Thus, we made
sure that both programs were solving the proposed problem with the same
methodology, effectively eliminating as many biases as possible.

5.2 Results
Only a minimum of post-processing steps were needed. One unfortunate
circumstance was the fact that even with pre-set constant time step, ∆t =
0.1 s, Sketch-N reported values at output intervals of approximately 0.2 s
but deviating slightly (≈ −1 %). As a consequence, the time nodes in the
two calculations could not be matched exactly and linear interpolation of
Gnomer’s results to the Sketch-N’s reference ones had to be made.
5.2.1 Results of point kinetics test
Firstly, Gnomer was verified against a point kinetic test case. Here, both
the Lambda and implicit modes were used. In Lambda mode, 100 million
steps of ∆t = Λ = 10 µs time increment were made, whereas 10 045 time steps
varying from 10−5 s to 0.1 s were made in the implicit mode. Usually the time
step is incremented by not more than a factor of two, but here we chose to
make only four big changes by a factor of ten – as summarised in Table 5.1
(and shown as vertical lines on Fig. 5.4).
Table 5.1: Time steps as used in the point kinetic test case (calculation with
the implicit mode). Switching times are also depicted in Fig. 5.4.
from time

∆t used

no. of steps

t0 = 0 s
10−4 s
10−3 s
2 · 10−2 s
10−1 s

10−5 s
10−4 s
10−3 s
10−2 s
10−1 s

10
9
19
8
9999
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The reference neutron signal and Gnomer’s κ signal from the Lambda
mode are plotted in the right ordinate axis of Fig. 5.4, while on the left
ordinate axis we show relative error for both Gnomer kinetic modes. To
show the prompt jump and long-range behaviour in equal detail, the time
scale is switched from logarithmic to linear at t = 10 s (it remains continuous
though).

Figure 5.4: Point kinetic test case with a small deviation from criticality,
ρ = −50.02 pcm, but a long simulation time. The prompt jump can be seen at
t ≈ 10−3 s. Also, changes in time step, ∆t, are distinguishable in the implicit
mode’s error on κ. Mind the change from logarithmic to linear time scale at
t = 10 s.
For the Lambda mode, we can say that it performs really well. During
the prompt jump, the relative error is momentarily increased to ≈ 2 · 10−4
but is then quickly reduced by more than two orders of magnitude and does
not change abruptly any more. It does, however, tend to increase towards
the end of the simulation. Inevitably, the root mean square error (rmse) on
κ signal is dominated by deviation during the prompt jump and amounts
to 5.87 · 10−6 . The deviation during the prompt jump could be (partially)
attributed to the fact that by definition Λ(t) is time dependent while in point
kinetics code it was a fixed parameter.
In the implicit mode, a general behaviour is similar but the rmse on κ
signal is higher: 1.21 · 10−4 . Also, more “jumps” in the relative error are visible
which often happen right after the time step has changed. This indicates
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that a closer look at calculation sequence in the first implicit iteration might
reveal possibility for improvements, albeit the “jumps” might turn out to be
inherent. In general, (to minimise relative errors) we advise that for steep
changes in reactivity a ∆t close to Λ should be used throughout the prompt
jump. Of course, changing ∆t by a smaller factor could also mitigate this
problem.
Beside the rmse of κ signal and ρ, we checked their relative errors at
the end of simulation – Table 5.2 lists them all. Errors on concentrations
Ci were also calculated and are essentially the same as for κ. An additional
remark on the performance of the implicit and Lambda modes is to be given,
but it cannot be deduced solely form Fig. 5.4. Analysis on the PWR test
case showed us that by decreasing ∆t, but keeping it constant throughout
each simulation, results from the implicit mode converge relatively / 5 · 10−4
away from results of the Lambda mode. In applied simulation, however, this
difference is of no practical significance.
Table 5.2: The rmse and relative errors at the end of simulation for κ signal
and reactivity. Values for both the implicit and Lambda mode are given, with
point kinetics as a reference.
mode
ρ
κ

rmse
Lambda
implicit
1.76 · 10−4
5.87 · 10−6

4.09 · 10−3
1.21 · 10−4

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

relative errors at t = 1000 s
Lambda
implicit
8.67 · 10−9
1.63 · 10−6

1.45 · 10−5
−4.28 · 10−5

1.50 · 10−6
1.60 · 10−6
1.65 · 10−6
1.65 · 10−6
1.66 · 10−6
1.67 · 10−6

−3.81 · 10−5
−4.03 · 10−5
−4.21 · 10−5
−4.26 · 10−5
−4.28 · 10−5
−4.28 · 10−5

As previously noted, calculation of Λ remains to be verified. Further,
Eq. 4.14 shows that its value is influenced by vg , which is currently a set of
free parameters. For the purpose of comparison to Pke/Rk4asc we thus
altered vg slightly to obtain Λ = 10 µs. This of course has no influence on
the Lambda mode at all, but it does affect the implicit mode and should
therefore be taken into account when assessing its results. Note that changing
vg by as much as one or two orders of magnitude reflects in almost negligible
deviations of the computed neutron flux evolution in both Gnomer and
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Sketch-N. All in all, it can be judged that Gnomer’s kinetic simulation is
both satisfactorily accurate and stable over a long period of simulation time.
5.2.2 Results for the PWR test case
Observing the performance and differences between the Lambda and
implicit modes, we hereinafter use only the implicit mode. The neutron flux
signal and corresponding reactivity from simulating the rod insertion method
for Krško NPP cycle 1, BOC, control rod cluster assembly D are shown
in Fig. 5.2. The relative differences in regard to the Sketch-N solution
are depicted in Fig. 5.5 and indicate a good agreement between the two
codes. The relative difference in the neutron flux signal is increasing with the

Figure 5.5: Relative difference of the Gnomer kinetic simulation in regard
to the values calculated with Sketch-N for the Krško NPP rod insertion
test case.
progressive insertion of the control rod and it stabilises at about 1.2 % when
the rod has reached the bottom position. Interestingly enough, if Gnomer’s
κ signal is compared with reference signal by Sketch-N a lower difference,
i.e. better agreement is achieved.
Regarding the reactivity, an explanation to the initial high relative difference is required. When kinetic simulation is initiated the reactivity is
zero, of course, but the first value reported afterwards by Sketch-N is a
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positive one (≈ 0.04 pcm at t = 0.2 s, possibly a consequence of Eq. 5.2)!
This causes a slight shift in the reference reactivity curve, which naturally
manifests in high relative difference as long as the absolute reactivity value
stays close to zero. Afterwards, the difference is decreasing as expected –
yet again indicating a reasonable agreement. An intermediate increase in
relative difference can be seen in the second half of the insertion, which is
not yet fully understood. Finally, some 100 s after the end of insertion the
relative difference on reactivity produced by Gnomer and Sketch-N starts
to slowly increase again, but it remains well below 0.1 %.
To further verify Gnomer’s reactivity, we took the κ signal and fed it to
a trusted and robust in-house digital reactivity meter software Dmr043 [21,
23, 25]. The resulting reactivity time evolution performs very similarly as
Gnomer’s, which can also be seen when the absolute differences are plotted
(see Fig. 5.6). Therefore, if Gnomer correctly predicts the neutron flux, same
holds true for reactivity.

Figure 5.6: Absolute difference on reactivity as produced by Gnomer and
Dmr043 in regard to the reference values by Sketch-N.
A study on the influence of the time step size is summarised in Table 5.3.
As expected, the difference on reactivity at tB is increasing monotonically
and the wall-clock time is decreasing linearly. As for the κ signal, relative
differences seem to fall with increasing ∆t, except for ∆t = 8 s. Note that
in the extreme case ∆t = 8 s corresponds to one kinetic step per axial node,
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yet we still obtain a solution that is correct to ≈ 1.6 %. Because of the
aforementioned problems with positive initial reactivity in Sketch-N the
rmse on ρ is not shown.
Table 5.3: Assessment of Gnomer’s precision compared to Sketch-N when
the time step, ∆t, is increased. tB = 192 s corresponds to the moment when
the control rod has reached its bottom position.
∆t

[s]

0.1

1

2

4

8

wall-clock time
[s] 4231 417 208 106 55
rmse on κ
[10−3 ] 6.67 6.26 5.27 3.25 17.5
relative difference on κ at tB [10−3 ] 7.22 6.73 5.49 1.00 15.5
relative difference on ρ at tB [10−3 ] 1.35 1.36 1.42 1.81 4.26
Lastly, Table 5.4 summarizes the relative differences between Gnomer
and Sketch-N for all control rods. In the dynamic case, absolute value
of reactivity at tB = 192 s, when the control rod has reached the bottom
position, is used. Admittedly, cases other than control rod D exhibit larger
relative differences, but to properly account for inherent differences in the two
codes, values from static calculation are needed as well. Thus, from 1.85 %
rmse for static calculation of all six control rods, dynamic simulation only
adds 0.51 % to it. The quality of dynamic simulation can further be assessed
via diﬀerence of relative diﬀerences from static and dynamic simulation; let
it have the symbol ∆rel.diff. . There is as little as 0.17 % average ∆rel.diff. in
dynamic simulation from Gnomer and Sketch-N. Curiously, the effects on
individual control rods seem to cancel out when the summed rod worth for
all rods is considered: here ∆rel.diff. = −0.01 %.
5.2.3 Computer resources
For the point kinetics test case Gnomer took 504 s of CPU time9 in
lambda mode but only 2 s in implicit mode. The reference python script took
approximately 60 s to finish, mainly because high accuracy was needed (the
relative error criterion for increasing the time step was set to 10−9 ).
A direct comparison of computing time for the realistic case is somewhat
difficult as Gnomer runs on a desktop personal computer and Sketch-N
on one node of a Linux-based computing cluster. Nevertheless, the values of
67 min and 1.3 min were obtained for Gnomer and Sketch-N, respectively.
9

Or wall-clock time.
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Table 5.4: Comparison of reactivity worth for all rods as calculated by Gnomer and Sketch-N. The static reactivity
worth and – in the dynamic case – the absolute value of reactivity at tB = 192 s, when the control rod has reached
the bottom position, are used. The last column tells the change in relative differences when the dynamic simulation
is used. We can see that it only increases the rmse by 0.51 %.
control
bank

static worth [pcm]
Sketch-N Gnomer

relative
diff.

|ρ(tB )| [pcm]
Sketch-N Gnomer

relative
diff.

∆rel.diff.
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D
C
B
A

941.89
1065.53
654.46
1324.00

946.66
1077.39
673.25
1315.06

0.51 %
1.11 %
2.87 %
−0.68 %

951.94
1079.97
664.89
1404.46

953.22
1101.53
686.99
1387.50

0.13 %
2.00 %
3.32 %
−1.21 %

−0.37 %
0.88 %
0.45 %
−0.53 %

SA
SB

1818.17
533.63

1816.77
550.82

−0.08 %
3.22 %

1888.30
542.96

1881.13
565.21

−0.38 %
4.10 %

−0.30 %
0.88 %

/
/

/
/

1.16 %
1.85 %

/
/

/
/

1.33 %
2.36 %

0.17 %
0.61 %

6337.68

6379.96

0.67 %

6532.52

6575.58

0.66 %

−0.01 %

average
rmse
all banks

Again, we believe that there are still fairly straightforward possibilities to
speed-up Gnomer.

5.3 Conclusion on code verification
The work presented makes a firm foundation for verification of kinetic
capabilities of the Gnomer 3D neutron diffusion code. In both the point
kinetic case and the more realistic PWR numerical exercise the neutron flux
signal was reproduced with satisfactory accuracy: a rmse of 5.87 · 10−6 and
6.67 · 10−3 , respectively. There is a slight difference observed between the
Lambda and implicit modes. Further study and code optimisation is needed to
resolve this matter. Reactivity was also verified to exhibit relative differences
of few % or less in comparison to the Sketch-N code, but as reactivity is
one of point kinetic parameters – which are completely separated and do not
influence the kinetic simulation – its calculation is already verified by the
fact that from κ signal the Dmr043 digital reactivity meter software yields
almost identical results [7].
With the evidence provided in this chapter, Gnomer is deemed to be a
reliable tool for (both static and) dynamic simulation.
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6


Reactivity overshoot
Synopsis In this chapter, the reactivity overshoot phenomenon – one of
the findings and improvements to the rod insertion method – is described. A
theoretical explanation is proposed in § 6.2 and the overshoot authenticity is
numerically assessed in § 6.3.

6.1 Basics
First, let us use the labels from Fig. 3.2 to define the end of insertion
as time tB and tI as the time at the end of simulation or the time when
control rod bank starts to be withdrawn again, whichever comes first. A
reactivity overshoot is observed in the simulated reactivity time evolution
after the rod has reached its bottom position and ceased to move. Also, our
previous experiences in measurements with the legacy rod insertion method
(with overshoot not yet compensated) confirm that deducing the background
magnitude and hence the total rod worth from a time interval starting a bit
later than tB yields more consistent results.
A typical example of the reactivity overshoot is given in Fig. 6.1, while
details on compensating it are given in § 7.1.2. Here, only the overshoot
parameters – magnitude, Mov. , and decay constant, λov. – are introduced by
noting that the overshoot shape can be approximated by
ρ(t) = RI − Mov. · e−λov. t ,


t ≥ tB .

(6.1)

Although in terms of the total control rod worth the reactivity overshoot
correction is relatively small (compared to the case assuming a constant
reactivity behaviour) the sensitivity to the estimated background value is
extremely high.
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Figure 6.1: A typical reactivity overshoot after the control rod bank SA has
reached the bottom-most position as calculated by dynamic simulation with
Gnomer and Sketch-N computer programs. In this case, we modelled core
configuration before the start of cycle 1 of the Krško NPP. Normally, only the
first 45 s after the end of insertion are needed for rod worth determination
(e.g. up to t = 4 min on this Figure). Note the greatly expanded scale; the
difference in the calculated reactivities between the two codes is less than
0.4 %.

6.2 Theoretical explanation
Theoretical explanation of the reactivity overshoot is based on the delayed
neutron phenomenon. The prompt neutrons yield rapidly to the inserted
absorber causing a local depression in the flux distribution, while the delayed
neutrons decay more slowly and keep the shape close to that in a previous
time step. Hence, the absorber “sees” a higher flux, which results in a higher
reactivity worth than in the static case, where the delayed neutrons are in
equilibrium with the prompt ones.10
After the end of insertion, distribution of prompt neutrons reaches equilibrium far quicker than the distribution of delayed neutrons. The latter
continues to redistribute towards some equilibrium distribution, not neces10

This, of course, is the very same phenomenon from where arises the need for the
dynamic-to-static conversion factor – which is treated separately in the § 7.1.3.
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sarily equal to the one obtained from a static simulation (it can be argued
that this is due to differences in the fundamental flux mode, along with an
additional effect of increased radial leakage of the delayed neutrons). Since
the control rod bank has ceased to move it also discontinued to “cut further”
into “less-roded” delayed neutron distribution. Consequently, the rate of
delayed neutron disappearance is no longer accelerated and is returning to the
one as governed solely by their nuclear decay constants. Thus, the reactivity
is becoming a little less negative and the reactivity overshoot is observed.
Same can be rephrased like this: the reactivity overshoot is the effect of
(perpetuate) neutron flux prompt jump(s) being suddenly brought to an end
when the control rod bank stops moving.
The overshoot becomes more pronounced with faster insertion and vice
versa. After a particularly fast insertion (e.g. several seconds), the overshoot
cannot be satisfactorily fitted with a single exponent any more because
the contributions of several delayed neutron families (with their completely
different decay constants) become of comparable magnitude.

6.3 Authenticity
Due to noise in the measured signal the reactivity overshoot is difficult
to observe experimentally. Also, the procedure used in the post-processing
software Dmr043 [21, 23, 25] assumes constant reactivity for t ∈ [tB , tI ]
and adjusts the background signal accordingly. Therefore the reactivity
overshoot description and its compensation is based on the dynamic numerical
simulations.
6.3.1 Reactivity overshoot in SKETCH-N calculations
Gnomer dynamic simulations clearly expose the exponential nature of
the overshoot. Fig. 6.1 indicates that the reactivity overshoot was also present
in dynamic calculations with Sketch-N computer program [58], but with
a smaller magnitude. A more complete study for all control rod banks on
a case of the first fuel cycle of the Krško NPP is presented in Fig. 6.2. It
can be seen that the reactivity overshoot persists for all control rod banks
and that its magnitude is more or less correlated to the reactivity worth. In
Sketch-N, the overshoot magnitude is smaller than in Gnomer. A small
sinusoidal component could be seen in Sketch-N results (e.g. on Fig. 6.1),
but this is not really consistent with the proposed theoretical explanation
and might as well be a consequence of numerical approximations.
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Figure 6.2: Reactivity overshoot as calculated by Gnomer and Sketch-N
computer programs (reactivity in units of pcm is plotted to ordinate axis).
Cases for all control rod banks are considered, where axially homogeneous
XS correspond to the beginning of the very first fuel cycle of the Krško NPP.
Also, static rod worth is indicated with dashed lines.
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Hereinafter, our research is based on Gnomer calculations for fuel cycles
26 and 27, since both programs agree very well in axially homogeneous fuel [7]
and because Sketch-N is not fully compatible with the Cord-2 cross-section
models when axially heterogeneous fuel is present (as we have seen in § 5.1.3),
which is the case for all but the very first fuel cycle of the Krško NPP.
6.3.2 (In)dependence of overshoot parameters
Given the discrepancy in the reactivity overshoot shape as calculated by
the Gnomer and Sketch-N computer codes one might raise suspicions that
the reactivity overshoot is merely a consequence of numerical algorithms and
as such has no physics foundation. Of course, this is a legitimate question
that needs to be addressed. This section lists our reasons to believe that the
overshoot is indeed a real phenomenon.
The authenticity of the reactivity overshoot was tested as follows. First,
by requesting that for each implicit iteration of each time step, no less than
five inner iterations were made. In this way we can be certain that radial
leakage has converged and was therefore correctly accounted for. We found
no significant change in both neutron signal and reactivity time evolutions.
Furthermore, overshoot magnitude and its decay constant were subjected
to an analysis for dependence on convergence parameters: the maximum
allowed implicit iterations per time step and requested precision on the κ
signal (Fig. 6.3); as well as the time step used (Fig. 6.4). The overshoot
parameters exhibited consistency as they did not change by more than few
percent (≤ 3 % for Mov. and ≈ 5 % for 1/λov. ).
We also varied the total insertion time, t0 , but as explained before, here the
dependence was expected. Fig. 6.5 confirms our explanation. With insertion
times shorter than 10 s the overshoot shape could not be satisfactorily fitted
with a single exponent any more. This is the consequence of many decay
constants starting to show. Therefore, in these cases we chose to display the
initial magnitude, RI − RB , and put the post-processed 1/λov. in parentheses.
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Figure 6.3: Overshoot parameters’ dependence on convergence criterion ERK,
namely the requested precision on the κ signal. The criterion should not be
specified more loosely than ERK = 10−5 pcm, else numerical artefacts appear
on ρ(t) output.

Figure 6.4: Overshoot parameters’ dependence on time step used in the
simulation. Although in Gnomer up to ∆t = 8 s are feasible for rough
estimation of the dynamic reactivity evolution we find that the overshoot is
reasonably reproduced when ∆t ≤ 1 s.
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Figure 6.5: Overshoot parameters’ dependence on insertion speed. In general,
faster insertion produces more pronounced overshoot: greater magnitude and
shorter decay constant. Parentheses indicate cases where the overshoot shape
could not be satisfactorily fitted with a single exponent.
6.3.3 Eﬀect on the value of background signal
The reactivity overshoot correction can be further assessed via its effect on
the background signal value during successive insertions of different control
rods (i.e. during the whole duration of control rod banks calibration in zero
power physics tests). If we assume that the true background signal is constant,
then the estimated background with overshoot compensation ought to exhibit
less variation than without it. This was checked and no conclusive evidence
was found. In fact, background varied more when the reactivity overshoot
compensation was applied – see Fig. 6.6. Note that changes to reactor power
in-between individual reactivity worth measurements by themselves produce
background variations, making constant background assumption questionable.
Hence, this cannot be a criterion for validity of the overshoot correction.
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Figure 6.6: Influence of reactivity overshoot compensation on the estimated
background contribution to the measured neutron signal. Dots correspond to
measurements of D, C, B, A, SB and the SA bank, respectively. Linear fit,
y = a + bx, is shown in dashed lines.
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7


Rod insertion method updated
Synopsis Updates to methodology of the rod insertion method are given
in § 7.1. Some additional details are checked in § 7.2 before the updated rod
insertion method is applied to experimental data in § 7.3.

7.1 Methodology update
To reflect the “external” development of the rod insertion method and
to further introduce our own improvements [6], the following procedure was
adopted:
1. In preparation for the measurements the flux redistribution correction
function is calculated. Novelty in the present approach is that its
axial dependence is no longer assumed to be proportional to inserted
reactivity, but is explicitly calculated from the dynamic simulation.
2. The signal from a neutron flux detector outside the core is recorded
while continuously inserting the control rod bank at the highest possible
insertion speed. When the rod reaches its bottom-most position, it
remains at that position for about 45 s to gather enough data for the
determination of the total reactivity worth and the background current
contribution.
3. In the off-line analysis the measured signal is smoothed to remove
statistical fluctuations and corrected by the flux redistribution function
[21]. The (dynamic) reactivity is deduced by solving the inverse point
kinetic equations.
4. In a static (steady-state) calculation the reactivity is constant: close to
zero to simulate start of the transient and strongly negative to simulate
full rod insertion. In the real dynamic case the delayed neutrons are
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not in equilibrium with the prompt ones and their spatial distribution
is different. Computational simulations show that the measured reactivity after the control rod bank has reached the bottom position
exhibits a reactivity overshoot, which after about 45 s approaches to an
apparently asymptotic value in an exponential manner. Parameters of
this exponential behaviour can be calculated in advance by dynamic
simulations.
5. The rod insertion analysis is repeated iteratively, changing the level of
the background until the calculated reactivity from the analysis of the
flux signal matches the above-mentioned shape of the reactivity signal.
Note that the reactivity overshoot correction is small, compared to the
case assuming a constant reactivity behaviour, but the sensitivity of
the total worth to the estimated background is high. Any factor that
influences the background estimate indirectly affects the total worth
[21].
6. Prior to the measurements, control rod bank worth is calculated in the
static and in the dynamic simulation. The ratio at each bank position is
the conversion factor, which relates the dynamic reactivity to the static
one. By applying this conversion factor to the measured reactivity by
the rod insertion method we obtain the equivalent static reactivity.
7. The integral and differential worth curves are extracted and then
smoothed by a Fourier series expansion [21], forcing the total reactivity
worth to match the asymptotic value obtained from the background
fitting algorithm mentioned in the steps 4 and 5.11
In this way, the rod insertion method results are fully comparable to the
results by the boron dilution method, whilst retaining the well known significant
decrease in the time needed to perform the measurements.
In the following subsections the three corrections (redistribution correction,
reactivity overshoot compensation and conversion to static reactivity) are
described in detail. This procedure was applied to a representative test case
and the findings are presented in § 7.3. Again, rod insertion method prior to
updates of this thesis will be referred to as the legacy rod insertion method.
11

Towards the end of rod insertion the flux signal becomes noisy and the Fourier method
may be less reliable in the tail, since it is applied only over the length of control rod
travel. However, the integral worth is much more reliable, since it is based on the signal
accumulated over additional 30 s to 40 s. Thus, re-normalisation of the end-value of the
smoothed curve is justified [21].
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7.1.1 Flux redistribution correction revisited
As noted before, reactivity is calculated via the inverse kinetic equations,
which means that the measured neutron signal, Tm (t), has to be proportional
to the neutron amplitude function, T (t) [11, 21], which is essentially the
average neutron density; this is not a directly measurable quantity, therefore
assumptions and approximations are needed. We assume that the neutron
density is proportional to the fission neutron yield, which in turn is approximately proportional to the power. Only fast neutrons born from fission near the
periphery of the core have a fair chance of reaching the vicinity of the detector
located in the cavity outside the pressure vessel, and thus to contribute to
the signal Tm (t). It follows that at constant power level, any change in core
configuration that affects the power distribution on the core periphery will
affect the measured signal. To compensate for this the flux redistribution
factor is introduced. This correction was given various names in the literature,
e.g. the static spatial factor, ssf [30], or the neutron-to-response conversion
factor, nrcf [35], depending on technical details of how the correction factor
is computed. We insist on calling it the flux redistribution correction factor.
(In our case it is actually a function, since it depends on the control rod
insertion depth z.) Strictly speaking, in the case of reactivity measurements
it is only needed when the control rods are moving and thus causing flux
shape readjustments (redistribution).
To calculate the flux redistribution factor we need to know the normalized
power distribution at any moment, and the probability that a neutron born
from fission causes a signal in the detector. This probability is the so-called
detector response matrix, R(r), and can be calculated in advance by an adjoint
transport calculation, since it depends mainly on the structures outside the
core. The (“power range”) detectors at the Krško NPP span almost the
entire height of the core, so the response matrix is independent of z and a 2D
calculation is sufficient.12 This response matrix, R(r), serves to calculate the
spatial flux redistribution function. According to relations
X
FY (z) =
R(r)P (r, z)
(7.1)
r

and
fY (z) =

FY (z)
FY (aro)

(7.2)

the flux depression factor, fY (z), is calculated for control rod bank Y at
12

The “intermediate range” detectors at the Krško NPP are smaller, so a 3D calculation
– yielding a corresponding 3D response matrix – would be needed.
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position z, where P (r, z) is the axially averaged reactor power distribution at
location r as a function of control bank insertion depth z. ARO corresponds
to all rods out core configuration. In practice, the response matrix R(r) is
calculated for a neutron born in a fuel assembly at r and the summation is
done over all assemblies.
It is here that our first change to the methodology takes place. The
legacy rod insertion method uses steady-state reactor simulation to calculate
only the correction in the extreme control rod positions (i.e. neutron flux
redistribution effect on the detector signal when the rod is fully withdrawn
and fully inserted). A simple interpolation function,
g(t) = ρ(t)/WY ,

(7.3)

where WY is the total reactivity worth, is then used in between – assuming
that axial dependence of the flux depression factor, fY , is linearly proportional
to inserted reactivity [24].13 Of course, constant insertion speed clearly relates
time, t, to the axial position, z. Then the flux redistribution correction follows
the original formula:

1
T


t =
.
(7.4)
Tm
1 + fY (zbottom ) − 1 · g(t)
As noted previously, newer versions of the rod insertion method use
tabulated correction factors for the whole length of the rod travel. From
simulations we obtain the actual axial dependence and so the formula
 
T
1

 = fY (z)−1
(7.5)
z =
Tm
1 + fY (z) − 1
has to be used – thus the flux redistribution function, T /Tm (z), resolves to
be simply the inverse of the flux depression factor, fY (z). Note that both
equations are equivalent: they account for how fY (z) deviates from 1 as a
function of the axial position.
Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5 can be generalised to the case where more than one
control rod bank is partially inserted into the core by evaluating the product
of individual corrections, ΠY [70, 71]. Sadly, this first order approximation to
inter-rod effects was found not to be precise enough [71]. When reproducing
an existing measurement however, this problem can be avoided by explicitly
13

To clarify notation: flux depression factor, fY , and the interpolation function, g(z(t))Y ,
are referred together as the flux redistribution correction factors [24]. In order to generalise
the concept, T /Tm (z) can be defined as a single flux redistribution correction function.
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modelling the initial control rod bank configuration – then the single fY (z)
dependence for the rod that is being inserted should suffice.
The axial dependence of the flux redistribution function, T /Tm (z), for
a sample test case is given in Fig. 7.1. Of course, maximum corrections

Figure 7.1: Axial dependence of the flux redistribution function, T /Tm (z), for
control rod bank SA, (Krško NPP, 27th fuel cycle). To compare the shapes,
legacy approach renormalised to the dynamic simulation outcome is also
plotted.
of the legacy approach and from the static simulations agree by definition.
An important qualitative difference can be seen when comparing calculated
T /Tm (z) from the static and dynamic simulations. This indicates that the
static simulation is not to be used here. To test how appropriate is the use
of interpolation function we compare the normalised axial dependencies of
the legacy approach and the dynamic simulation – again, see Fig. 7.1, which
shows that the legacy approach was almost right about the shape, but not
about the magnitude of the correction.
As the fuel manufacturer/vendor normally provides enough information
about the radial power distributions to calculate the T /Tm (z) according to
the legacy approach with the aid of the locally calculated detector response
functions, a comparison of the maximum correction at zbottom is possible; it
is given in Table 7.1. Not much can be said at this point. On the whole, flux
redistribution correction calculated from the dynamic simulation is the correct
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Table 7.1: The extreme values of flux redistribution correction function,
T /Tm (zbottom ), as calculated from the power distribution data provided by
the fuel manufacturer/vendor, and as calculated by our static and dynamic
simulations.
rod bank
D
C
B
A
SA
SB

fuel vendor

legacy, static dynamic

0.983
1.050
0.874
1.095
1.193
0.880

0.985
1.051
0.870
1.101
1.212
0.874

0.982
1.045
0.877
1.089
1.168
0.880

approach because such simulation correctly solves the non-homogeneous
neutron diffusion equations. On the other hand, static calculation is strictly
valid only in a critical reactor, which is not the case for the rod insertion
method. In general, the flux redistribution correction from static calculations
tends to be overestimated for control rod banks near the core periphery, which
results in slightly smaller measured reactivities.
In the remainder of the text “axify” will be used as an abbreviation
to denote the use of explicit axial dependence of the flux redistribution
correction.
7.1.2 Reactivity overshoot
As noted, after tB , an exponentially decaying behaviour is observed which
can be described by Eq. 6.1:

0
ρ(t0 ) = RI − Mov. · e−λov. t ,
t0 ≥ 0 .
Here we defined the time after the end of insertion as t0 = t − tB . Other
quantities include ρ as the reactivity, RI its value at tI and the overshoot
parameters: λov. is the overshoot decay constant and Mov. the overshoot
magnitude. For reference, Fig. 6.1 is repeated here. Note that tI can be
chosen arbitrarily, especially in numerical simulations. By defining RB as the
reactivity at the tB , overshoot magnitude can also be expressed as
Mov. = RI − RB

(7.6)

and then the Eq. 6.1 is rewritten into


0
ρ(t0 ) = RB − Mov. e−λov. t − 1 .
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(7.7)

Figure 6.1 (repeated from page 66): A typical reactivity overshoot after the
control rod bank SA has reached the bottom-most position as calculated by
dynamic simulation with Gnomer and Sketch-N computer programs. In
this case, we modelled core configuration before the start of cycle 1 of the
Krško NPP. Normally, only the first 45 s after the end of insertion are needed
for rod worth determination (e.g. up to t = 4 min on this Figure). Note the
greatly expanded scale; the difference in the calculated reactivities between
the two codes is less than 0.4 %.
This step is implemented because – in contrast to tI and RI in simulation –
there is no ambiguity in the definition of tB . Unfortunately, Eq. 7.7 is less
appropriate for fitting by the least mean squares (LSQ) technique than Eq. 6.1
so an iterative procedure is needed, starting with an initial guess for Mov.
and iterating to convergence of both overshoot parameters.
Note that during control rod worth measurement by the rod insertion
method ρ(t ), RB and RI are all negative, while λov. and Mov. have positive
values. In fact, it can be expected that |RB | > |RI | holds true always.

Overshoot parameters are deduced from results of the dynamic computer
simulation. Reactivity overshoot is therefore compensated by subtracting its
predicted shape from the measured reactivity as:


ρcorr. (t ) = ρmeas. (t ) − Mov. · (1 − e−λov. t ) .

(7.8)

The main purpose of the above procedure is improve the background estimate
in order to retain the actual reactivity behaviour after the end of control
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rod movement. Therefore, the background estimation procedure now forces
ρcorr. (t0 ) to be constant, rather than ρmeas. (t0 ), which retains its overshoot
shape. If we were to still assume a constant reactivity value for ρmeas. (t0 ) (no
correction), the real reactivity overshoot would be compensated approximately
with a larger background estimate, leading to a slight overestimate of the
measured reactivity. This can be seen on Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 and also manifests
the sensitivity of total worth to the signal background value.
The correction for the reactivity overshoot will hereinafter be also referred
to using the “ovrsho” abbreviation. Note, however, that the overshoot
correction represents only a small fraction of the total reactivity worth.
7.1.3 Conversion to static reactivity
Since the rod insertion method measures the dynamic reactivity, the
outcome is slightly dependent on the insertion speed. What is more, there
is no straightforward relation between this dynamic reactivity and a static
one – the conversion factors have to be calculated by a direct simulation
corresponding to the actual control rod bank and the insertion speed. In
reactor safety analysis the assumed input parameter is the static reactivity,
so a dynamic-to-static correction is introduced to the rod insertion method.
The procedure presented here is quite the same as in [30, 35]:
ρmeas.
(z) = ρmeas.
(z(t)) · dscf(z) ,
s
d

(7.9)

i.e. measured dynamic reactivity is multiplied by the so-called dynamic-tostatic conversion factor, dscf, which is dependent on insertion depth and is
deduced from a set of static and dynamic simulation:
dscf(z) =

ρsim.
s (z)
.
ρsim.
d (z(t))

(7.10)

Since the DSCF is a relative quantity, any numerical effects – if present
– (e.g. rod cusping) are likely to cancel out. Construction of the dscf is
visualised in Fig. 7.2, while Fig. 7.3 compares dscf for all control rod banks.
The fact that dscf can be even larger than 1 is explained by the inherent
difference between the static and dynamic simulation (the time-independent
homogeneous transport or diffusion equation is strictly valid only for an exactly
critical configuration. Sub-critical cases are approximated by introducing
the k parameter, which is the eigenvalue of the homogeneous equation). At
critical configuration however (i.e. top control rod bank position, 225 step),
the static and dynamic simulations become equivalent with ρ = 0. Here, the
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Figure 7.2: Construction of the dynamic-to-static conversion factor, dscf,
and it’s axial dependence for the Krško NPP, control rod bank SA, cycle 27.
Calculated static and dynamic reactivity is plotted on the left and dscf on
the right ordinate axis.

Figure 7.3: Dynamic-to-static conversion factor axial dependence for all
control rod banks of the Krško NPP, cycle 27.
dscf ratio would be undefined, but is set to 1. Its abrupt change at the
smallest insertion fraction is of no concern to us, because at that point the
absolute value of the reactivity worth is still very small.
Analogous as before, “dscf” will be used to denote the conversion to static
reactivity. Note that even though ovrsho and dscf corrections both arise
from the fundamental difference between the dynamic and static reactivity,
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we prefer to keep them as two separate corrections – i.e. DSCF is applied
until the time tB , while OVRSHO is applied from tB on.

7.2 Investigation of the assumptions
7.2.1 Sequential insertion
First, let us focus on delayed neutron effects that arise from the fact that
in the Krško NPP the control rod insertion is actually sequential rather than
purely continuous.14 The “move-wait” sequence means that half of the time,
control rod bank is travelling with double speed, while it stays still during
the other half of the time per step, which is typically 0.9 s.
This matter was tested by comparing dynamic reactivity evolution as
calculated for the sequential and purely-continuous insertion cases (Fig. 7.4).
Individual steps can be distinguished, whereas at the end of each sequential
14

“Under the hood” both cases treat the rod motion numerically as small discrete
movements. Due to short time interval (0.1 s) this is a reasonable approximation to fluent,
continuous motion.

Figure 7.4: A sequential insertion study indicates that no significant error can
be associated to the approximation of a purely continuous insertion. Dashed
curve and the sequential case were calculated with ∆t = 0.0893̇ s.
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insertion step the reactivity curves coincide and produce no overall discrepancy.
Therefore, the sequential insertion effect is so small that it can be neglected
for all purposes, i.e. rod insertion can be approximated as continuous.
7.2.2 Detailed dilution simulation
One of the goals of this thesis is to compare the results of the rod insertion
method to the ones of the boron dilution method. Therefore, numerical
simulations of the latter were also performed, from where an estimate of the
total worth uncertainty can be extracted. Namely, if we can reproduce static
(measured) reactivity of the variable boron concentration case, adequate results
can be expected also for static simulation with constant boron concentration.
Although boric acid is a spatially homogeneous absorber it affects the
neutron spectrum by decreasing its thermal part. Therefore, lower boric
acid concentrations, cB , are reflected in higher control rod worth – e.g.
approximately 5 % increase in reactivity worth for ∆cB ≈ −1200 ppm. In
addition, the presence of boric acid also alters the radial leakage, and with it
the radial power distribution and hence rod worth.
Here we model the rod repositioning at the steps that correspond to 24
axial layers of the geometrical model and use the criticality search option
to adjust the boric acid concentration, each time requesting a +12 pcm
supercritical configuration, moving the control rod, and storing the resulting
change in reactivity. This procedure closely matches the real situation, where
the boron concentration changes continuously and the control rod movement
is assumed instantaneous, since the actual time of control rod travel is short
compared to the boron concentration change in this time interval. In this way
we assess the effect that boric acid concentration change has on simulated
static rod worth.
As we can see in Fig. 7.5, there is no significant difference between the
measured differential worth curve and the two simulated ones: the detailed
(step-by-step static) dilution simulation and the static curve, where the boron
concentration was kept constant at cB = 2461 ppm. Equivalent results are
obtained with a lower but constant boron concentration, cB = 2247 ppm.
Some small deviation from the measured differential curve can be seen at
the extreme positions. This can be explained by the presence of strong flux
gradients in those regions, which in turn produce strong burnup gradients. In
our calculations, burnup gradients are accounted for, but on a coarser axial
mesh. Nevertheless, this deviation is small, with less than 1 % impact on total
rod worth. In principle this could be resolved with finer burnup axial mesh.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of measured and simulated reactivity worth curves
for boron dilution method, Krško NPP control rod bank SA, cycle 27. Under
the graph, fuel assembly and spacer grids geometry is plotted (to scale). Note
that grid effects are discussed in § 7.2.4.
The total rod worths are gathered in Table 7.2. The total worth from all
three calculations differ from the measured value by ≤ 2.4 %. The last two
calculated cases differ from each other by 5.4 pcm, which is less than 0.5 %
of the measured worth. This value (0.5 %) can then be used as an estimate
Table 7.2: Comparison of the SA control rod bank worth calculated by static
simulations and of the one measured by the boron dilution method. Details on
the dilution simulation are given in the text. The last two cases correspond to
static calculations with critical boron concentrations corresponding to ARO
and SA-IN configurations, respectively.
case
measured, dilution
calculated, dilution
calculated (critical cB at ARO)
calculated (critical cB at SA-IN)
difference
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cB [ppm]

WSA [pcm]

(varies)
∈ [2247, 2448]

1248.6
1270.3

2460.8
2247.0

1278.3
1272.9

-213.2

-5.4

of the uncertainty due to boron concentration. Such low expected errors in
reactivity more than justify the simplification of constant boron calculation.
We can deduce that for our interval of boric acid concentration change
(≈ 200 ppm) the reactivity changes are small enough to be neglected. From
this result it also follows that we can trust the static Gnomer simulation to
accurately reproduce the “proper” control rod reactivity worth and that it
can, therefore, be used as a reference for constructing the dscf.
7.2.3 Fourier smoothing
While producing the results with the updated rod insertion method it
became clear that the integral and differential worth curve fitting by the
Fourier series expansion has been brought almost to its limits. This is because
after conversion from dynamic to static reactivity, the static differential worth
curve is significantly more “bumpy” than the legacy dynamic results (i.e. has
higher local derivatives, see Fig. 7.9).
While various other interpolation schemes exists, e.g. spline interpolation,
the legacy implementation of Fourier series expansion nevertheless still exhibits
robustness because each Fourier curve is defined over the whole interval of
positions. Therefore, points with good statistics from the start of control rod
insertion (225 step) help to smooth the scattered points with poor statistics
from the end of insertion (0 step). Expansion order N = 9 is identified as
sufficient for post-processing with the updated methodology and therefore used
as default option throughout the thesis (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
7.2.4 Eﬀect of spacer grids
The fuel assembly geometry under the graph on Fig. 7.5 is plotted to
indicate the axial positions of the spacer grids (Spring Clip Grid Assembly,
according to [69]). They serve as a supporting structure, but also affect the
local neutron population and, consequently, the control rod reactivity worth
– no matter which measurement method is used. While on Fig. 7.5, spacer
grid effects are hard to discern, this sub-section proves otherwise. The results
of this analysis are illustrated on Fig. 7.6.
First, the differential curve measured by the boron dilution method is
plotted. The total reactivity worth is the same as in case of Fig. 7.5 (Krško
NPP, cycle 27, SA rod bank), however, we took the liberty to adjust (only four)
values of the control rod bank position by ±0.5 step. Such small deviations
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can occur due to a small misalignment of control rod clusters that belong
to the same control rod bank15 and are not always reported by the reactor
operators during the measurements, but they do not compromise whatsoever
the validity of measurements. By these simple adjustments the differential
worth curve is rid of vast majority of the noise due to numerical differentiation
and the grid effects become clearly visible.
Complementary, the rod insertion method was tested whether we can
observe spacer grid effects on the measured signal by gradually increasing the
order of Fourier expansion used in the post-processing. It is understandable
that the effects of 8 spacer grids – forming 7 sections – do not show unless
the expansion order is 14, or higher. In the legacy methodology, such high
expansion orders occasionally produced non-physical features (partly because
the conversion to static reactivity was not applied), while with the updated
methodology no problems seem to occur. However, for routine applications
the lower order smoothing might be preferable due to its robustness.

15

E.g. control rod bank SA consists of eight individual rod clusters, powered by two
independent moving mechanisms, moving group of four clusters each (see also Fig. 5.1).

Figure 7.6: Spacer grid effect on the differential worth curve as obtained by
both boron dilution method (with less noise) and the rod insertion method
(smoothed to 15th order of Fourier series expansion). The grid effects are
visible as slight, localised decreases in the differential worth.
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This analysis reveals the presence of spacer grid effects (see Fig. 7.6), with
a conclusion that they are localised and sufficiently small so that the spacer
grids need not to be modelled in numerical simulations. It is also remarkable,
how close to each other are the results of the two methods, which will be
further elaborated in § 7.3.
7.2.5 Intermediate conclusion
This analysis shows us that as long as we take care to simulate exactly
the same “insertion sequence” as in the experiment and know the correspondence between time and fraction of insertion, the dscf yields correct static
reactivity. With axify and dscf correction factors calculated explicitly,
the rod insertion methodology could in principle be extended to non-linear
control rod movements, e.g. accelerated motion during the rod drop method.
In that specific case the ovrsho correction would, of course, have to be
calculated with a more elaborate model involving more than one overshoot
decay constant.

7.3 Results and discussion
For the reasons given in the previous section (§ 7.2), continuous insertion at
constant boron concentration can be accepted as a sufficient way of simulating
the rod insertion method. After checking details that could interfere with
our analysis, we can now proceed to examine the updated rod insertion
methodology.
The three corrections – axify, ovrsho and dscf – were calculated for
control rods of the Krško NPP, where the nuclear cross-sections for the 27th
fuel cycle were used. Automatic post-processing of the measured data was
implemented inside a version of the dmr software [21, 23, 25]. Fig. 7.7 shows
how different corrections and their combinations affect the measured total
worth. Impact of the axial dependence of the flux redistribution correction
(axify) is given for the dynamic simulation.16 The last label corresponds
to a case where both oversho and axify are applied. Smaller bars always
correspond to the total worth values after the dscf is applied. Each time,
iterations on the estimation of the background value were performed, so the
latter is also plotted (see also how changes in the assumptions used reflect on
the background value – consistent with the discussion at the end of § 7.1.2).
16

Legacy results, of course, use flux depression factor calculated from static simulation.
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Figure 7.7: The total reactivity worth (for the 27th fuel cycle) as affected
by different corrections and their combinations. Smaller bars correspond to
the total worth values after dscf conversion is applied. Also, on the right
ordinate axis, values of estimated background signal are plotted (they are, of
course, not affected by the dscf).
The total worth value from the updated rod insertion methodology with all
three corrections can be found in the lower-right side of Fig. 7.7.
As it can be seen, the majority of total worth correction comes from the
conversion to static reactivity. Overshoot compensation further decreases the
worth, while the dynamic axify correction increases it. Interestingly enough,
legacy approach with dscf correction performs reasonably well.
Complementary to Fig. 7.7, the same plot for the 26th fuel cycle is given in
Fig 7.8. The main observation is, that the surprisingly good match between
ovrsho static worth and the one measured with the boron dilution method
on Fig. 7.7 is a coincidence. Therefore, (as expected) dynamic axify, ovrsho
and the dscf is the correct – and the official – combination of corrections.
The SA control rod bank total worth measured by the rod insertion method
overestimates the result of the boron dilution method by only 1.9 % and 2.6 %
for the fuel cycles 26 and 27, respectively, which is well within the acceptable
tolerance of 10 %. This result supports the claim of adequacy and reliability
of our updated rod insertion method [6].
Having identified our corrections as appropriate, we now compare the
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Figure 7.8: The total reactivity worth (for the 26th fuel cycle) as affected by
different corrections and their combinations. These results confirm that all
three corrections – dynamic axify, ovrsho and the dscf – are to be used.

differential worth curves obtained with the boron dilution method and the rod
insertion method. A previously unattainable match can bee seen in Fig. 7.9.
Since the outcomes of the rod insertion method are smoothed (by Fourier
series expansion), we also smoothed the results of the boron dilution method,
but used spline interpolation, which is more amenable to the axially-uniform
errors in the measurements (the “before and after” are both depicted). Comparing rod insertion outcome with the rod dilution results we see that the peak
value is a bit overestimated and a slight underestimation can be seen around
180 step (note that the above-mentioned 10 % match criterion applies to the
total worth and not the differential worth curve). On the whole, differential
curves agree reasonably well, especially in regard to the legacy approach,
where the peak position is misplaced and an overestimation is present in the
middle as well as at positions lower than 45 step. An important result is
that with our updated methodology, the rod insertion and the boron dilution
methods yield very similar differential reactivity worth curves (see Figs. 7.6
and 7.9) and that the total worth values are in excellent agreement – but rod
insertion method is much faster to perform.
It is interesting to take a look at the reactivity overshoot parameters for
all control rod banks, which are given in Table 7.3. It can be seen that the
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Figure 7.9: A comparison of differential worth curve as obtained with the rod
insertion method versus reference by the boron dilution method.
Table 7.3: Overshoot parameters for the 27th fuel cycle. For the SA safety
rod bank, values for the 26th fuel cycle are also given to indicate that they
do not change much. The last column gives the magnitude relative to the
calculated static worth. This ratio tends to be smaller the closer the control
rod bank is to the centre of the reactor core (see Fig. 5.1).
rod bank

Mov. [pcm]

1/λov. [s]

Mov. /Wstatic

D
C
B
A
SB
SA

9.569
11.922
8.393
12.922
7.847
16.954

69.851
69.363
69.770
66.911
67.621
68.342

1.52 %
1.28 %
1.11 %
1.73 %
1.21 %
1.33 %

SA (c26)

16.609

67.943

1.29 %

decay constant is roughly the same, while the overshoot magnitude changes
by more than a factor of 2. When the overshoot magnitude is compared to the
calculated static worth, we obtain a ratio with an arithmetic mean of 1.36 %
that seems to be smaller for control rod banks that are closer to the centre
of the reactor core. Obviously, C bank is a bit special since it is comprised
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of a central control rod cluster and four clusters on the core periphery – see
Fig. 5.1.

7.4 Conclusion on the updated methodology
The original rod insertion methodology is updated with three corrections,
namely the flux redistribution correction, axify, reactivity overshoot compensation, ovrsho, and conversion to static reactivity, dscf, which are all
discussed in detail. The latter is mainly based on the work already given in
the literature. Flux redistribution function is calculated through dynamic
simulation with explicit axial dependence, while the reactivity overshoot is a
novel, completely original correction which enables us to determine the total
rod worth and the background signal contribution even more accurately.
Although the effect of dynamic-to-static conversion factors (dscf) is
relatively large, they are calculated from the same cross-sections with the
same diffusion code. They represent a relative correction, which diminishes
the importance of the absolute error in the calculated control rod worth.
Validity of the correction is demonstrated by the excellent agreement between
the control rod worth measurements by the rod insertion and the boron
dilution method.
The analysis presented also indicates a possible extension of the rod
insertion methodology to non-linear control rod movements, e.g. accelerated
motion during the rod drop method.
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Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to start from the current status of the rod
insertion method for control rod worth measurements, analyse it and improve
its methodology. This can be outlined by the three corrections, namely:
1. the improved neutron flux redistribution correction,
2. the novelty of reactivity overshoot compensation and
3. the conversion from dynamic to static reactivity worth.
In practice, this allows us to achieve control rod calibration of equal quality as
with the boron dilution method, whilst retaining the considerable reduction of
time needed to perform the measurements, characteristic of the rod insertion
method.
The improvements to the rod insertion method rely heavily on computer
simulation. For a proper treatment, a dynamic (time-dependent) simulation
in three-dimensional geometry is required. While several computer programs
exist for such purposes, we chose to use Gnomer, a multi-group neutron diffusion equation solver of the Cord-2 package for PWR core design calculations,
and to upgrade it with the capability of performing dynamic simulations
[7]. This choice proved prudent when an important conceptual difference in
treating the macroscopic cross-sections of the rodded fuel assembly nodes
was discovered between Gnomer and Sketch-N. The kinetic capabilities of
the Gnomer computer program have been verified against Sketch-N on a
modified PWR rod insertion case and against point kinetics test case. Both
the normal, implicit mode and the Lambda mode of Gnomer simulation
were confirmed as sufficiently accurate.
The characteristics and effects of the updated rod insertion methodology
are summarised as follows. The neutron flux redistribution correction is
calculated from a dynamic simulation, which allows us to obtain explicit
axial dependence. Its shape is in fact quite similar to the previously adopted
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proportionality to relative control rod reactivity worth. However, the extreme
value must not be taken from a static, steady-state calculation, but from the
dynamic simulation.
Next, the reactivity overshoot compensation affects the measured worth
indirectly by lowering the estimated background contribution to the detector
signal. Hence, the usable neutron flux signal is diminished a little less,
resulting in smaller reactivity worth. Overall effect is not large, but this novel
correction can also be valued by its proposed theoretical explanation [6].
Lastly, the conversion from dynamic to static reactivity is based on
recognising the difference between reactor conditions during control rod
calibration and normal operation. This is a key step with significant impact
on the differential worth curve that enables direct comparison of the measured
values to those obtained by the boron dilution method, which is essentially
a static method, since individual reactivity changes are relatively small or
slow, so that the delayed neutrons are always (nearly) in equilibrium with
the prompt ones.
We have shown that with the support of advanced modelling and simulation
of the rod insertion method the total control rod bank worth can be successfully
measured, as well as its integral and differential worth curves that agree very
well with the results measured by the boron dilution method [6]. Thus, we
deem the rod insertion method as a trusted and reliable method for control
rod reactivity worth measurements.

8.1 Future work
Among possibilities for further improvements of the rod insertion method,
the following areas can be identified: detector response matrix for the flux
redistribution correction and (especially) methodology for determination of
worth curves uncertainty. Each is explained briefly in the following subsections.
8.1.1 Flux redistribution
In § 7.1.1 we discussed the use of explicit axial dependence of the flux
redistribution correction function. A similar update to use explicitly calculated
values could also be implemented for the detector response matrix, R(r), from
Eq. 7.1. Namely, at the moment a 2D matrix is used, which was deduced
some 30 years ago with a deterministic calculation for the case of Krško NPP
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cycle 1. Mind that all subsequent fuel cycles use quite different, “low-leakage”
fuel loading scheme, but the same response matrix is used, since the major
effect is the penetration of neutrons through the shielding to the detector
located in the cavity outside the pressure vessel (approx. 1 m from the reactor
core). Nevertheless, some influence of different (partly burnt) fuel on the
core periphery could be anticipated. The detector currently used in the
measurements is an ionization chamber that spans the entire height of the
core. Adapting the method to smaller compensated ionization chambers
would require a 3D adjoint transport calculation. Also, adjoint flux solutions
for ARO and fully inserted control rod cases are in general different from
each other.
Two paths for improvements can be undertaken: omit the response matrix
and explicitly calculate neutron flux at detector position; or improve the
response matrix. The first approach suffers from the fact that at the detector
location the neutron diffusion approximation is stretched beyond validity.
Solving the neutron transport equation with detailed geometry modelling and
for each control rod bank position is also not (yet) practically feasible.
Therefore, the second approach seems much more likely to be successful.
In the recent years there has been a considerable development of coupling
the deterministic and stochastic calculation tools (e.g. Advantg [72, 73])
which make it feasible to compute the response matrix for each fuel cycle,
possibly in detailed 3D geometry and in dependence on the control rod bank
position. Such improvement would help expose any remaining effects that
could be accounted for, but are now obscured.
8.1.2 Uncertainty
Last but not least, physics often punctuates that a value of a quantity
without accompanying uncertainty is “of limited value”. This is especially
critical in applications where safety is of prime importance, such as in the
field of nuclear energy. Therefore undoubtedly, one of the main challenges for
further development of the rod insertion method is to devise a methodology
for uncertainty determination of the integral and differential worth curves. A
sensitivity study [31] is perhaps a first step on this road, but there is still a
long way to go. This, it seems, is one last conceptual hurdle separating us
from even more widespread use of the rod insertion method.
At present, only empirical estimates of the uncertainties in the measurements can be made. Statistical uncertainty in the total control rod worth by
the boron dilution method is known to be about 2 %. Observed differences
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between the rod insertion and the boron dilution measurements in the present
work were about 2 % to 3 %. We can roughly estimate that the overall uncertainty of the rod insertion method is approximately 5 %. This is a significant
improvement over the uncorrected (legacy) differences of about 10 %, although
such differences are still within acceptable limits for the physics test at a NPP.
Nevertheless, the analysis presented in this work helps us to understand the
root cause of the differences and inspires confidence in the measurements by
the rod insertion method.
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A

Precursor concentration propagation
The equation governing delayed neutron precursor concentrations (2.38b)
can be integrated analytically. Analogous as with Eq. 2.65 in the frame of
point kinetic theory, the solution for ci is guessed to be
"
#
Z t0 =t
F
φ(0)
0
ci (t) = βi e−λi t
F φ(t0 ) e+λi t dt0 .
+
(A.1)
λi
t0 =0
Its value at the next time step is expressed as
#
"
Z t0 =t+∆t
F
φ(0)
0
+
F φ(t0 ) e+λi t dt0
ci (t+∆t) = βi e−λi (t+∆t) ·
λi
0
t =0
"
Z t0 =t
F φ(0)
0
+
Fφ(t0 ) e+λi t dt0
= βi e−λi t e−λi ∆t
λi
t0 =0
#
Z t0 =t+∆t
0
+
Fφ(t0 ) e+λi t dt0
t0 =t

= ci (t) e

−λi ∆t

+ βi e

−λi t −λi ∆t

Z

t0 =t+∆t

e

F φ(t0 ) e+λi t dt0 ,
0

(A.2)

t0 =t

where in the last equation sign we related ci from the current and previous time
step. From here on, we omit the exactness of derivation and use assumption
for the time evolution of the fission source, F φ, during the time interval
t0 ∈ [t, t+∆t]. With τ = t0 − t, this interval is rewritten as τ ∈ [0, ∆t]. Three
general cases are distinguished, namely the fission source can either be
• constant,
• linearly time-dependent or
• evolving exponentially.
Hereinafter, each of these cases is considered.
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A.1 Constant
.
If the fission neutron source is constant, F φ(t0 ) = F φ(t), the solution is
simply

βi 
(A.3)
ci (t + ∆t) = ci (t) e−λi ∆t +
1 − e−λi ∆t F φ(t) .
λi
Using an abbreviation B = βi F φ/λi and by expressing the exponential term
as a Taylor series up to the second order, we get
i
h
i (λ ∆t)2 h
i
ci (t) − B − . . .
(A.4)
ci (t + ∆t) ' ci (t) − λi ∆t ci (t) − B +
2
If we were to use only the linear λi ∆t term, this is exactly the same as we
would get by expressing the partial time derivative of Eq. 2.38b with the
explicit Euler’s approach.

A.2 Linear
Next, evaluate the ci propagation equation if the fission source during the
time interval of interest can be assumed to be changing linearly:
.
F φ(τ ) = F φ(t) + α τ
 τ 

τ 
F φ(t) +
F φ(t + ∆t) .
(A.5)
= 1−
∆t
∆t
When this is inserted into Eq. A.2 and the per partes integration is evaluated,
we obtain the very same formula as used in the Sketch-N computer program
[55, 58]:

βi 
1 − e−λi ∆t F φ(t)
ci (t + ∆t) = ci (t) e−λi ∆t +
λ

 i −λi ∆t  
(A.6)

βi
1−e
+
1−
Fφ(t + ∆t) − F φ(t) .
λi
λi ∆t
This is already an implicit expression, since the fission source from time t + ∆t
is needed.

A.3 Exponential
In this last case, the neutron flux is assumed to have an exponential
time-dependence during the time step (which is, no doubt, the most accurate
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assumption). Consequently, same goes for the fission source:
(A.7)

F φ(τ ) = F φ(0) · emτ .

Because at τ = ∆t (oz. t0 = t + ∆t) the fission source equals F φ(τ = ∆t),
the parameter m can be expressed as


1
F φ(τ = ∆t)
m=
ln
.
(A.8)
∆t
F φ(τ = 0)
Thus, by defining an auxiliary quantity
A=

F φ(τ = ∆t)
,
F φ(τ = 0)

(A.9)

the fission source time evolution is rewritten as
(A.10)

F φ(τ ) = F φ(0) · Aτ /∆t .

Let us now use the integral from the second term of Eq. A.2, multiply it
with e−λi t and use a temporary notation of z = τ /∆t to perform the following
derivation:
Z ∆t
Z ∆t
Z z=1
λi τ
τ /∆t λi τ
F φ(τ ) e dτ = Fφ(0)
A
e dτ = ∆tF φ(0)
Az e+λi ∆t z dz
0

0

z=0
1

Z
= ∆tF φ(0)

Ae


λi ∆t z

0

z
Aeλi ∆t
dz = ∆tF φ(0)
ln(Aeλi ∆t )

z=1

z=0

λi ∆t

Ae
−1
ln(A) + ln(eλi ∆t )
"
#
λi ∆t
1
Ae
−1
= F φ(τ = 0) · ln(A)
λi
+1
λi ∆t
= ∆tF φ(0)

(A.11)

Then, the equation for propagating the delayed neutron precursors’ concentrations (assuming exponential time dependence of the fission source during
the time interval) takes the form of
"
#
λi ∆t
β
Ae
−
1
i
ci (t + ∆t) = ci (t) e−λi ∆t +
F φ(t) e−λi ∆t ln(A)
.
(A.12)
λi
+1
λi ∆t

Mind that the quantity A is calculated also from the values at the end of
time interval in question, t0 = t + ∆t, and thus necessitates the use of implicit
iterations.
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B


Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Strnjen pregled Razširjeni povzetek prične kratek uvod (§ B.1) v raziskovalno področje disertacije. § B.2 opisuje posodobitev programa Gnomer za
simulacijo časovno odvisnih sprememb v reaktorju, v § B.3 pa sta predstavljeni
posodobitev metodologije metode vstavitve in njena uporaba na izmerjenih
podatkih. V zaključku (§ B.4) so povzeti bistveni rezultati pričujočega dela
in orisane možnosti za nadaljnji razvoj.

B.1 Okvir izvedenih raziskav
Širše področje pričujoče disertacije je pridobivanje (električne) energije
prek jedrske reakcije cepitve. Sistemi za nadzor verižne reakcije imajo pomembno vlogo pri zagotavljanju varnega obratovanja jedrskega reaktorja,
zato je njihova kalibracija oz. meritev njihove vrednosti reaktivnosti izjemnega
pomena. Metoda vstavitve predstavlja učinkovit način za merjenje vrednosti
reaktivnosti kontrolnih palic (oz. kontrolnih svežnjev) v jedrskem reaktorju.
Ker je to v svojem bistvu dinamična metoda, želimo pa si rezultatov, ki ustrezajo statični reaktivnosti, je obdelava izmerjenih signalov močno oprta na
ustrezno časovno odvisno numerično simulacijo v tridimenzionalni geometriji.
Od izuma metode vstavitve so pretekla skoraj tri desetletja. V tem času
jo je povzelo ter po svoje prilagodilo in nadgradilo več avtorjev, mdr. [30,
32, 35]. V tem kontekstu pričujoče delo povzema dosedanji razvoj in ga z
vpeljavo novega popravka še dodatno razširja.

B.2 Priprava programskega orodja
Za namen časovno odvisne simulacije sprememb nevtronske populacije že
obstaja nekaj programov. Združljivost z drugimi računalniškimi orodji (npr.
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za pripravo homogeniziranih jedrskih presekov) pa ni samoumevna. Na tem
sloneča odločitev, da uporabimo program Gnomer [62–64], pri čemer smo mu
kinetične zmogljivosti morali še dodati, se je preko primerjave s programom
Sketch-N [55, 58] izkazala za premišljeno.
B.2.1 Implementacija
Program Gnomer rešuje več-grupno difuzijsko enačbo za nevtrone in je
temelj paketa Cord-2 [59–61], ki se ob menjavi jedrske goriva uporablja za
načrtovanje sredice reaktorja. Pri nadgradnji do zmožnosti kinetične simulacije je modul za izračun prostorske porazdelitve fluksa ostal nespremenjen.
Implementiran je bil neposredni pristop k reaktorski kinetiki [7]; t.j. ob vsakem
časovnem koraku rešujemo difuzijsko enačbo:
X
1 ∂φg
0
~ · Dg ∇φ
~ g − ΣRg φg +
= ∇
Σgs →g φg0
vg ∂t
g 0 , g 0 6=g
(B.1a)
X
X
+
χdig λi ci + χpg (1 − β)
ν g 0 Σ f g 0 φ g 0 + qg ,
g0

i

X
∂ci
ν g Σf g φ g − λi c i .
= βi
∂t
g

(B.1b)

S predpostavko, da je (pred pričetkom tranzienta ob t0 = 0) reaktor obratoval
pri konstantni moči dovolj časa, da so koncentracije prednikov zakasnelih
nevtronov dosegle asimptotske vrednosti, le-te izračunamo po enačbi
ci (t0 ) =

βi
F φ(t0 ) ,
λi

(B.2)

pri čemer smo uporabili operator
Fφ =

G
X

ν g Σf g φ g ,

(B.3)

g=1

ki predstavlja skupni fisijski izvor nevtronov v določenem volumskem predelku
(indeks j). Enačbo za časovne spremembe koncentracij prednikov zakasnelih
nevtronov lahko rešimo analitično. Ko nadalje privzamemo, da se tekom
časovnega koraka nevtronski fluks in fisijski izvor nevtronov spreminjata
linearno, pridobimo naslednjo implicitno enačbo:
βi
ξi F φ(t − ∆t)
ci (t) = ci (t − ∆t) e−λi ∆t +
λi

 

βi
ξi
+
1−
· F φ(t) − F φ(t − ∆t) ,
λi
λi ∆t
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(B.4)

kar je identično pristopu, ki ga uporablja program Sketch-N [58]. Barve
ponazarjajo vrednosti iz trenutnega in prejšnjega časovnega koraka, ξi pa je
le okrajšava za


−λi ∆t
ξi = 1 − e
.
(B.5)
Program Gnomer omogoča dva načina kinetične simulacije, ki oba neposredno rešujeta enačbi B.1. Privzeti implicitni način izvaja iteracije na
vsakem časovnem koraku, medtem ko način Lambda ne potrebuje iteracij, a
daje pravilne rezultate zgolj ob izpolnitvi strogega pogoja, da je časovni korak
simulacije enak efektivnemu generacijskemu času, ∆t = Λ. Bistvena izhodna
količina dinamične simulacije je t. i. signal κ. Izračunamo ga prek izraza
!
NE
G
X
X
κ=
∆Vj
ν g Σf g φ g ,
(B.6)
g=1

j=1

j

ki je pravzaprav fisijski izvor nevtronov iz enačbe B.3, integriran prek celotnega
volumna reaktorja.
Poleg izračuna časovne odvisnosti nevtronskega fluksa, signala κ in koncentracij prednikov zakasnelih nevtronov smo implementirali tudi izračun
parametrov točkovne kinetike. Med njimi je prav gotovo najpomembnejša
reaktivnost, ρ(t), omembe vreden pa je tudi efektivni generacijski čas, Λ(t).
Reaktivnost izračunamo po enačbi

P

P 
PNE
I
∂T /∂t + NE
∆V
β
F
φ
−
Q
−
∆V
λ
c
j
j=1
j=1
i=1 i i
j
j


ρ(t) =
, (B.7)
PNE
∆V
·
F
φ
j=1
j

kjer je T (t) amplitudna funkcija nevtronskega fluksa, Q(t) pa efektivna
jakost zunanjega izvora nevtronov [7]. V pričujočem delu smo verificirali
samo reaktivnost, preveritev ostalih parametrov točkovne kinetike ostaja za
prihodnje delo. Omeniti velja še, da je reaktivnost povsem neodvisna od
siceršnjega izračuna fluksa – temu ne bi bilo tako, če bi namesto neposrednega
uporabili kvazi-statičen pristop k reaktorski kinetiki.
B.2.2 Verifikacija kinetičnih zmogljivosti
Kinetične zmogljivosti programa Gnomer so bile potrjene na dveh testnih primerih različne težavnosti. Teorija točkovne kinetike velja za osnovni
preskus (poleg simulacije vzdrževanja ravnovesnega stanja, seveda), pri čemer
je razmeroma enostavno priti do referenčnih vrednosti, natančnih na mnogo
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decimalnih mest. V pričujočem delu sem tak referenčni program v programskem jeziku Python napisal kar sam: Pke/Rk4asc rešuje enačbe točkovne
kinetike prek integracijske sheme Runge-Kutta 4 z avtomatičnim nadzorom
časovnega koraka. Ločeno smo ga preverili proti algoritmu Pke/Befd [68]
in za tranziente, blažje od promptne super-kritičnosti dosegli rezultat za čase
do 100 s z relativno napako katerega koli parametra manjšo od 6.7 · 10−8 .

Točkovni kinetiki enakovreden primer v programu Gnomer lahko izvedemo tako, da tridimenzionalno homogeno kocko obdamo z refleksijskimi
robnimi pogoji. To ustreza neskončnemu pomnoževalnemu sredstvu oz. izniči
vsakršne prostorske učinke. Seveda bi analogno lahko storili tudi zgolj v eni ali
dveh dimenzijah. Sistem iz ravnovesne lege premaknemo s hipno spremembo
parametra ukrivljenosti (angl. buckling). Zaradi preprostosti je točkovna
kinetika odlična vaja za primerjavo med obema načinoma kinetične simulacije
v Gnomer-ju.
Rezultati so prikazani na sliki B.1 in dokazujejo pravilnost implementacije
obeh načinov dinamične simulacije. Na podlagi 108 časovnih korakov načina
Lambda je moč sklepati na numerično stabilnost. Ostre spremembe časovnega
koraka pri implicitnem načinu pa tudi ne povzročijo prehudih težav.

Slika B.1: Testni primer točkovne kinetike. Odmik iz ravnovesne lege je
razmeroma majhen, ρ = −50.02 pcm, čas simulacije pa dolg. Pri t ≈ 10−3 s
je razviden promptni skok. V krivulji relativne napake implicitnega načina
simulacije se da razločiti trenutke, ko smo spremenili časovni korak, ∆t. Pri
t = 101 s se časovna skala spremeni iz logaritmične v linearno.
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Zahtevnejši preskus pa predstavlja simulacija metode vstavitve na geometrijskem modelu močnostnega reaktorja NEK. V tem primeru smo za
referenčne vrednosti uporabili program Sketch-N, geometrijski model pa je
bil prav tisti obstoječi, ki se redno uporablja za neodvisno preveritev zasnove
reaktorske sredice ob menjavi goriva. Tu se je pokazalo, da Sketch-N in
Gnomer uporabljata različna pristopa k spreminjanju jedrskih presekov med
vstavljanjem kontrolnega svežnja. Za primer NEK je vsekakor primernejši
tisti, ki ga uporablja Gnomer, kar v veliki meri upravičuje razvoj lastnega
orodja za kinetične simulacije.
Omenjeno razliko med programoma je bilo moč preseči z uporabo aksialno
homogenih presekov za sveže gorivo, t.j. uporabo podatkov izpred začetka
prvega gorivnega cikla. Slika B.2 tako prikazuje relativne razlike v signalu
nevtronskega fluksa in reaktivnosti, glede na referenčne vrednosti programa

Slika B.2: Testni primer metode vstavitve kontrolne palice (tlačnovodni
reaktor NEK). Prikazane so relativne razlike med signali nevtronskega fluksa
in reaktivnosti, pridobljenimi v kinetični simulaciji s programoma Gnomer
in Sketch-N.
Sketch-N. Na splošno je ujemanje zadovoljivo. Razlika v signalu nevtronskega fluksa tekom vstavljanja kontrolnega svežnja narašča, nato pa – ko
sveženj doseže maksimalno vstavljenost – se ustali pri približno 1.2 %. Signal
κ doseže boljše ujemanje in je tudi zato sprejet kot privzeta izhodna količina
dinamične simulacije. Pri relativni razliki reaktivnosti pa velja pojasniti, da je
začetno neujemanje posledica ne-fizikalnega obnašanja programa Sketch-N.
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Ta je klub začetni kritični konfiguraciji za reaktivnost ob naslednjem trenutku
podal malenkost pozitivno vrednost (≈ 0.04 pcm ob času t = 0.2 s). To je
povzročilo sistematski premik vseh nadaljnjih vrednosti reaktivnosti, ki se
pozna vse dokler je reaktivnost po absolutni vrednosti majhna. Kot je bilo
pričakovati, razlika v reaktivnosti zatem pada in po koncu vstavitve ostaja
pod 0.1 %. Da bi nadalje verificirali reaktivnost, kot jo izračuna Gnomer,
smo signal κ vodili v zanesljivi digitalni merilnik reaktivnosti Dmr043 [21,
23, 25]. Ta je dal signal reaktivnosti, ki je tako rekoč identičen tistemu od
programa Gnomer. Zatorej, če Gnomer pravilno predvidi nevtronski fluks,
to velja tudi za njegov izračun reaktivnosti [7].

B.3 Posodobitev metode vstavitve
Dosedanjo izvedenko originalne metode vstavitve posodabljamo na treh
področjih [6], in sicer:
1. posodobitev korekcije zaradi redistribucije nevtronskega fluksa,
2. kompenzacija prenihaja reaktivnosti po koncu vstavitve in
3. pretvorba iz dinamične v statično reaktivnost.
Pri prvem popravku gre zgolj za to, da njegovo odvisnost od vstavljenosti
kontrolne palice sedaj računamo eksplicitno, in to iz dinamične simulacije.
Zato pretvorbo od izmerjenega signala z odstranjenim šumom, Tm , do amplitudne funkcije, T , (torej korekcijo redistribucije fluksa) namesto prek do
sedaj uporabljane enačbe

T
1


(B.8)
t =
Tm
1 + fY (zdno ) − 1 · g(t)
izvedemo, kot narekuje izraz
 
T
1

 = fY (z)−1 .
z =
Tm
1 + fY (z) − 1

(B.9)

Tu je fY (z) faktor upada fluksa, g(t) pa interpolacijska funkcija. Obe enačbi
sta povsem ekvivalentni: povesta, kako se fY (z) razlikuje od 1 v odvisnosti
od aksialne pozicije. Velja še opozoriti, da mora biti fY (z) nujno izračunan
iz dinamične simulacije.
Pretvorba v statično reaktivnost je bila poznana predhodno, a v naši
izvedenki metode vstavitve ni bila zajeta. Predstavlja pomemben popravek,
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ki bistveno izboljša ujemanje diferencialne krivulje s tisto, ki jo pridobimo po
referenčni metodi redčenja borove kisline17 . Pretvorbo izvedemo v skladu z
enačbo
ρmer.
(z) = ρmer.
(z(t)) · dscf(z) ,
(B.10)
s
d
tj. izmerjeno dinamično reaktivnost pomnožimo s pretvorbenim faktorjem
dscf, ki ga pridobimo iz sklopa statične in dinamične simulacije:
dscf(z) =

ρsim.
s (z)
.
sim.
ρd (z(t))

(B.11)

Kot povsem nov popravek metode vstavitve pa je bila uvedena kompenzacija prenihaja reaktivnosti. Ta pojav izvira iz dejstva, da porazdelitvi
promptnih in zakasnelih nevtronov nista enaki, temveč druga sledi prvi s
karakterističnim časovnim zamikom. Lahko bi dejali celo, da gre pri prenihaju
reaktivnosti za nadgradnjo pretvorbe iz dinamične v statično reaktivnost, a
zgolj za interval po tB , ko palica doseže maksimalno vstavljenost. Pred tem
je upadanje populacije zakasnelih nevtronov v nekem aksialnem sloju zaradi
približevanja kontrolne palice pospešeno. Po koncu vstavljanja pa se hitrost
tega upadanja vrača zopet k tisti, kakor jo narekuje razpadna konstanta te
družine zakasnelih nevtronov, vsled česar postaja reaktivnost nekoliko manj
negativna. Za ilustracijo služi slika B.3, ki prikazuje potek reaktivnosti po
tB , kakor jo izračunata programa Gnomer in Sketch-N. To obliko lahko
za naše potrebe zadovoljivo dobro popišemo že z enim samim eksponentnim
členom:


0
ρ(t0 ) = RB − Mov. e−λov. t − 1 ,
(B.12)
pri čemer je RB reaktivnost ob času tB , dalje velja t0 = t − tB , definirali pa
smo sledeča parametra prenihaja: Mov. je jakost prenihaja, λov. pa njegova
razpadna konstanta. Prenihaj kompenziramo tako, da ga odštejemo od
preračunane dinamične reaktivnosti kot narekuje
0

ρpopr. (t0 ) = ρmer. (t0 ) − Mov. · (1 − e−λov. t ) ,

(B.13)

in iz pridobljene (skoraj) konstantne vrednosti reaktivnosti določimo uradno
vrednost reaktivnosti kontrolne palice.
B.3.1 Postopek
Posodobljena metoda vstavitve ima torej za merjenje vrednosti reaktivnosti
enega kontrolnega svežnja naslednji potek:
17

Enakomerno redčenje borove kisline in stopničasto premikanje kontrolne palice.
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Slika B.3: Tipičen primer prenihaja reaktivnosti po tem, ko je kontrolni
sveženj SA dosegel maksimalno vstavljenost, , kakor jo izračunata programa
Gnomer in Sketch-N. Navadno nas zanima le prvih 45 s po tB (npr. do
t = 4 min na tej sliki). Zaradi preglednosti je ordinatna os zelo raztegnjena –
razlika v reaktivnosti med obema programoma je manjša od 0.4 %.
1. Preko statične in dinamične simulacije določimo parametre vseh treh
korekcij (t.j. aksialno odvisnost faktorja redistribucije fluksa in pretvorbe
iz dinamične v statično reaktivnost ter magnitudo in razpadno konstanto
prenihaja reaktivnosti). Pri tem ni pomembno, ali to storimo pred ali po
samih meritvah, saj se čas vstavljanja palic v NEK običajno ne spreminja
bistveno. Za celotno trajanje vstavitve lahko privzamemo generično
vrednost tB = 200 s, ali pa uporabimo točen podatek iz meritve.
2. Meritve so izvedene tako, da beležimo signal nevtronskega detektorja
izven reaktorske sredice, medtem ko vstavljamo kontrolni sveženj pri
najvišji možni, konstantni hitrosti. Ko ta doseže maksimalno vstavljenost, počakamo približno 45 s, da zberemo dovolj podatkov za določitev
končne vrednosti (dinamične) reaktivnosti in prispevek ozadja v signalu.
S tem je meritev dopolnjena, zato lahko operaterji kontrolni sveženj
izvlečejo in populacijo nevtronov zopet dvignejo na raven izpred začetka
meritve.
3. Po opravljeni meritvi je od izmerjenega signala najprej odšteto ozadje,
nato pa nastopita glajenje, da odstranimo fluktuacije statistične narave,
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in končno korekcija zaradi redistribucije fluksa. Iz tako popravljenega
signala izračunamo (dinamično) reaktivnost prek reševanja enačb inverzne točkovne kinetike. Interval 45 s po koncu vstavitve služi za določitev
končne vrednosti (dinamične) reaktivnosti kontrolnega svežnja in oceno
jakosti ozadja v signalu.
4. Od časa tB dalje pričakujemo prenihaj reaktivnosti, kot ga napove
dinamična simulacija. Na tem mestu so odstopanja od izračunanega
poteka reaktivnosti posledica uporabe napačne vrednosti za ozadje. Zato
to in predhodno točko ponavljamo s spreminjanjem vrednosti ozadja
do konvergence. V primerjavi s primerom, ko prenihaja reaktivnosti ne
upoštevamo (t.j. predpostavljamo konstantno reaktivnost) je sprememba
končne vrednosti reaktivnosti relativno majhna, vendar pa je občutljivost
celotne vrednosti kontrolne palice na ocenjenego ozadje v signalu velika
(karkoli spremeni oceno ozadja v signalu posredno vpliva tudi na končno
vrednost reaktivnosti).
5. Na nazadnje izračunanem poteku reaktivnosti izvršimo pretvorbo v
statično reaktivnost. Od tu izluščimo integralno in diferencialno krivuljo
ter ju zgladimo prek razvoja po Fourierovih funkcijah. Pri tem je končna
vrednost reaktivnosti normalizirana na tisto iz koraka 3.
S tem posodobljenim postopkom daje metoda vstavitve povsem enakovredne
rezultate kot metoda redčenja borove kisline [6], ohranja pa svojo prednost –
t.j. bistveno krajši čas same izvedbe (med 10 min in 15 min).
B.3.2 Praktična uporaba
Posodobljeno metodologijo smo preverili na eksperimentalnih podatkih
iz Nuklearne elektrarne Krško (NEK). Z analizo kako posamezni popravki
in njihove kombinacije vplivajo na končno vrednost kontrolne palice smo
potrdili, da je pravilno uporabiti vse tri (slika B.4). Vrednost pred popravki
(angl. legacy) je levo zgoraj, vrednost z vsemi popravki pa desno spodaj.
V primerjavi z metodo redčenja je vrednost palice sedaj ocenjena 1.9 % in
2.6 % previsoko (podatka po vrsti za gorivna cikla 26 in 27), kar je daleč
znotraj meje dovoljenih odstopanj (10 %) ter precej bolje kot 6.8 % oz. 7.7 %
pred popravki. Ti rezultati potrjujejo primernost in zanesljivost posodobljene
metode vstavitve.
Najbolj podrobna primerjava z rezultati metode redčenja borove kisline
je omogočena prek izrisa diferencialne krivulje (slika B.5), pri čemer smo za
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Slika B.4: Končna (celotna) vrednost kontrolnega svežnja SA za 26. gorivni
cikel NEK, kot jo podajo različni popravki in njihove kombinacije. Nižji
stolpci so vrednosti po pretvorbi v statično reaktivnost. Na desni ordinatni
osi so vrednosti ocenjenega ozadja v signalu.

Slika B.5: Primerjava diferencialne krivulje, pridobljene po metodi vstavitve
in metodi redčenja borove kisline (NEK, cikel 27, kontrolni sveženj SA).
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glajeno krivuljo metode redčenja borove kisline uporabili glajenje z zlepki. V
primerjavi z metodo redčenja borove kisline je videti, da metoda vstavitve
nekoliko preceni najvišjo diferencialno vrednost, pri koraku 180 pa gre malenkost prenizko. Na splošno pa se posodobljena metoda vstavitve odreže zelo
dobro. To je še posebej razvidno v primerjavi s krivuljo brez popravkov, ki
ima zamaknjen vrh in preceni vrednosti tako v sredini, kot pri pozicijah pod
korakom 45.

B.4 Zaključek
V pričujočem delu smo posodobili metodo vstavitve za meritev reaktivnosti kontrolnih palic v jedrskem reaktorju. To je v svojem bistvu dinamična
metoda, zato je bilo potrebno osvetliti razlike med dinamično in statično
reaktivnostjo. Direktna primerjava rezultatov na osnovi statične in dinamične
reaktivnosti je močno oprta na ustrezno časovno odvisno numerično simulacijo v tridimenzionalni geometriji. Slednja je tu izvedena prek namenske
posodobitve programa Gnomer [7], njegove nove kinetične zmogljivosti pa
so preverjene na dveh reprezentativnih testnih primerih. V nadaljevanju so
izboljšave metode vstavitve osnovane na podlagi eksperimentalnih podatkov
iz Nuklearne elektrarne Krško. Podrobna analiza je pokazala, da je nekaj
predpostavk moč ohraniti v metodologiji (npr. enakomerno vstavljanje), pri
drugih pa so smiselne izboljšave (npr. izboljšan popravek redistribucije fluksa).
Dodan je tudi povsem nov popravek, in sicer kompenzacija prenihaja reaktivnosti [6]. Ta z upoštevanjem dinamičnih učinkov potem, ko je kontrolna
palica dosegla maksimalno vstavljenost, pripomore k bolj konsistentni meritvi njene celotne vrednosti reaktivnosti. Nazadnje je na podlagi zgledov
iz literature prek kinetičnih izračunov vpeljana tudi pretvorba iz statične
v dinamično vrednost reaktivnosti. S tako posodobljeno metodologijo daje
metoda vstavitve odlične rezultate, povsem primerljive s splošno uveljavljeno
metodo redčenja borove kisline, kateri lahko služi za zamenjavo.
B.4.1 Izzivi za nadaljnje delo
Izmed možnosti za nadaljnje izboljšave metode vstavitve se velja dotakniti
matrike občutljivosti detektorja na nevtrone iz posameznih gorivnih svežnjev.
Trenutno se uporablja ena matrika, rezultat izračuna adjungiranega fluksa za
prvi gorivni cikel. Za vse naslednje cikle pa je shema polnitve sredice precej
drugačna, da zmanjša radialni pobeg nevtronov, zato lahko pričakujemo
določen učinek zgorelosti goriva na matriko občutljivosti. Nadalje vemo, da
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je adjungirani fluks v splošnem različen za različne konfiguracije kontrolnih
palic. Iz teh razlogov bi to veljalo posodobiti.
In nenazadnje, v fiziki pogosto pravimo, da je zgolj vrednost neke količine
brez spremljajoče negotovosti “bolj malo vredna”. To je še posebej pomembno
v panogah, kjer je varnost nepogrešljivega pomena, kot to drži za jedrsko
energetiko. Zato med izzive za nadaljnje izboljšave nedvomno spada tudi
razvoj metodologije za določitev negotovosti integralne in diferencialne krivulje.
Zdi se, da je to zadnja konceptualna ovira do še bolj razširjene uporabe metode
vstavitve.
Zaenkrat je moč podati empirično oceno negotovosti meritev vrednosti
kontrolne palice. Statistična negotovost po metodi redčenja borove kisline
je približno 2 %. V pričujočem delu znaša razlika med rezultatom metode
redčenja in metode vstavitve med 2 % in 3 %, celotno negotovost vrednosti
kontrolne palice po metodi vstavitve pa lahko okvirno ocenimo na približno
5 %. To je znatno izboljšanje v primerjavi z 10 % odstopanjem metodologije
brez popravkov. Meja sprejemljivosti za fizikalne teste jedrske elektrarne
sicer v nobenem primeru ni presežena, vendar pa je z analizo v tej disertaciji
omogočeno boljše razumevanje vzrokov za razhajanje, s čimer še povečamo
zanesljivost meritev po metodi vstavitve.
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